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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, July 13, 1971

Symphony Orchestra
Festival Tonight

Vol. U(XXXII No. 163

Marilyn Simons Selected
Fair Queen Monday Night

The public is invited to a
Symphony Orchestra Festival
side and concert to be held on the
Chief Jackie Cooper of the reporteed to the left back
Murray State University camtlus
powder
Dry
wheel.
back
the
over
Fire
Department
Murray
July 13.
the
car
the
after
throughout
was
the
a
at
of
arson
reported case
Featured will be the Murray
Mr. Nixon out at the Mangle is
fire.
Miss Marilyn Simons, daughter
Calvin Todd Clean Up Shop in the
State University Summer
cutting that big ham he's been
operate
sons
three
his
and
Todd
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Simons,
Dixie*d Shopping Center on
of
with
along
showing off for the past several
the clean up shop. Other cars Symphony orchestra
was selected Miss Calloway
Ch;-ntt Street.
selected
and
teachers
music
weeks. Thursday he's giving
were at the shop at the time of the
County Fair Queen Monday
seine of the ham away with a Cooper said some type of fluid fire, but none of them were students from the surrounding
and will reign during the
evening
comback
the
into
was poured
West Kentucky area.
biscuit.
damaged.
week's activities at the fair.
be
will
partment of a 1969 Chevrolet
concert
public
The
Fire Department
First runner-up was Cindy
Editorial comment in a station wagon and then set on fire The Murray
p.m. in the new
and the Murray Police Depart- presented at 7:30
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Colson,
newspaper we read: "Arizona at about 12:30 this morning.
of
auditorium
ment are investigating the arson and air-conditioned
Cletus Colson, Second runner-up
Indians are trying to stop U. S.
there
and
School,
University
the
, About the time the fire started, of the station wagon.
was Georgianna Furgerson,
Industry from strip mining their
one of Mr.Todd's boys that works Monday at 12:30 p.m. the will be no admission charge. Two
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
daughter
ancestral lands and polluting the
and
a.m.
10
at
with him at the shop passed by firemen were called to 620 South rehearsals, one
Furgerson.
air with power-plant smoke. They
are
also
p.m.,
2
at
another
fire
the
as
the shop noticed just
9th Street, but the fire from
Miss Vicki Andrews, daughter
can't seem to understand that
shot up in the car. He used the something on the stove eye was planned for the day.
Mr.and Mrs. Thomas Andrews
of
ruined land and polluted air are
the
of
members
to
the Fire In addition
fire extinguisher to put out the out on arrival of
was elected Miss Congeniality by
signs of progress."
Symphony
Youth
Area
Purchase
was
damage
flames, but
Department.
the other contestants.
Orchestra, music teachers sod
Also: "Newsmen report Red
Miss Simons, sponsored by the
t'(AINIY..
MUMMY
students from Murray, Paducah,
1971
China is displaying many large
Bank of Murray, is seventeen
Madisonville, Owensboro end
portraits of Josef Stalin, now
years old, ia a graduate of
Henderson will make up the
tmpopular in Russia. Moscow
Murray High School, and plans to
performing groups.
must have unloaded the portraits
attend Murray State this fall.
Revival services will be held at The one-day festival is sponat a bargain price".
The Sigma Department of the
sored by the Murray State Sdeni
the Lynn Grove United
Woman's Club, which
Murray
coilbeing
is
and
Fine
of
Arts,
starting
Church
Methodist
By the way on this trip to
the beauty pageant,
sponsored
at
Department
Sunday, July 18, and continuing ducted by the
Philadelphia made by a country
presented the queen with a
Music.
23.
July
Friday,
through
boy, he was amazed to see the
trophy and a $75 savings bond.
new Neale B. Mason, conductor of
statue of William Pen atop the The 11th annual members Rev. A. G. Kesterson,
Area
Youth
Purchase
will be the the
red roses were
A dozen
city hall. The city hall itself was meeting of the West Kentucky minister of the church,
the services to fle Symphony and an associate
presented Miss Simons by Gene
built,about a 100 years ago or Rural Telephone Cooperative will evangelist for
professor of music at Murray
and she
and Jo's Florist,
better and is made completely of be held Saturday, July 17, at War held each evening at 7:45. The
State, will conduct both the
of Mr. and Mrs. received gift certificates from
attend
the
daughter
to
right,
urged
is
from
public
second
Simons,
Marilyn
QUEEN
CROWNED—Miss
FAIR
stone. No steel. Walls are about Memorial Fairgrounds in
rehearsals and the concert. A Chuck Shams, was selected 1971 Calloway County Fair Queen last night as opening night festivities The Place and Mademoiselle and
services'.
fifteen feet thick to support the Mayfield starting at 10 a.m.
The new minister was ap- former conductor of the Owen- got underway. Selected first maid was Miss Cindy Colson, right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus cosmetics from Fashion Twomass of stone which rises from
Reports will be presented by P. pointed as pastor of the Lynn sboro Symphony Orchestra, Colson and second maid was Georgianna Ferguson, daughter of Mr.and Mrs.Bill Furgerson.
Twenty, Merle Norman, and
the first floor.
L. Finks, general manager, and Grove and Goshen
United Mason also is responsible for
Tubbs Studio Photo Leta's Beauty Salon. For her use
auditor,
Richardson,
Bethel
the annual organizing the program, which
during fair week LassiterAll sorts of strange things in this during a brief business session Methodist Churches at
conference of the Paris District will include music by Bach,
McKinney Datsun is providing a
world.
following entertainment by Bun of the United ))4ethodist Churches Riegger, Bruch, Copland and
1971 Datsun sedan with service
We were pleased to see some Wilson's band.
Berlioz.
held in June at Paducah.
gas being donated by Trotand
Beech trees also, which we have The members will also elect Rev Kesterson served as
Gulf Station on South 12th.
ter's
three directors. The terms of pastor of the LaCenter Church
not seen in some years.
Dwain McIntosh, public inMiss Colson, first runner-up, is
directors Cortez Schmidt, Graves before coming to the Lynn Grove 'Oaki Medal Play Dates
seventeen years old and will be a
formation director at Murray
We know there are some around County, Stanley Jones, Carlisle - Goshen circuit.
17-18
July
To
Changed
was
University,
State
at Murray High this fall.
senior
here, but we just have not seen County, and W. F. Cary, Henry
hospitalized overnight at the
She was sponsored by Lad and
The Oak's Country Club, Men's
County, Tennessee, have expires.
them.
Lassie, Her awards included a
Murray -Calloway County
Medal Play Tournament, has
All three have been nominated
Two puppies were watching a for reelection.
— trophy and $50 savings bond from
been changed from July 31— Howard and Tammy Boone, Hospital after suffering injuries WASHINGTON (UPI)
in a two car accident at the in- Joseph A. Beirne, president of the Sigma Department, gift
group of teenagers dancing. One A number of door prizes will be
August 1 to July 17-18.
son and daughter of Mr. and
turned to the other and said "if awarded at the close of the
All members are asked to sign Mrs. James Boone of Route 2, tersection of Kentucky Highway the Communications Workers of certificates from The Place and
it:Reneges sesenne smd a baseness A few cipialliagaitairaitri in the up at the Pro Shop or to call th qualified for the Kentucky 94, Lynn Grove Road, and America (CWA), said today it Mademoiselle, and cosmetics
luncheon vrilj be served at noon. adult beginner swimming class Mickey Bogess, 753-6270, by this PGA Junior Championships Kentucky Highway 783, Mason was unlikely a nationwide from Fashion Two-Twenty and
Farm Road.
for 6 a.m. Merle Norman.
Thanks to Roger Smith of 1506 The sprawling cooperative, which will begin July 19 at the Thursday.
Monday at Paxton Park golf McIntosh, age thirty-six, a telephone strike set
accould be
Pool,
1950's,
early
the
University
in
Wednesday
established
EDT
Murray
Miss Furgerson, second runHenry Street for his kind note.
course in Paducah.
resident of Murray Route Seven,
ner-up, sponsored by Littleton's,
Roger the reason Seen and Heard presently serves more than 9,000 cording to an announcement
The top two finishers in each of sustained lacerations of both avoided.
was not in for the last three de/5 subscribers in Graves, Calloway, from the Red Cross Chapter
the four age groups, both boys upper eyebrows and left elbow, a Affected would be 500,000 is seventeen years old, a
com- graduate of Murray High School,
of last week is because we had to Carlisle, Marshall and Hickman Office.
and girls, in the seven sections fractured metatarsal of the left workers in thousands of
company and will attend Murray State this
go out of town. Just one of those counties in Kentucky—and Henry Classes will be held from 6:00 to
across the Commonwealth, will foot, and a concussion, according munities. The phone
planned to use managers and fall. She received a trophy and
things that a fellow has to do and Weakley counties in Ten- 8:00 p.m Monday through Friday, The Business and Professional be eligible to compete in the state
to hospital officials. He was supervisory personnel to keep $25 savings bond from the Sigma
some time. However, we'll nessee. The cooperative operates July 19-23. Minimum age is 16. Women's Club will hold
its meet. Murray is in section seven.
this
released from the hospital
phone service going, and even Department gift certificates
promise you that we'll try to keep 17 exchanges in those counties.
regular meeting at Captain's Young Howard Boone, playing
was taken to the union conceded the effect of from
and
Place
the
it in from now on, and thanks for L. W. Murdock,Graves County, To enroll, or for further in- Kitchen on Thursday, July 15, at in the 10-11 age group, won the morning. McIntosh
the hospital by a J. H. Churchill the strike would be minimal at Mademoiselle, and cosmetics
is president of the cooperative. formation, call, 753-1421.
writing,
6:30 p.m.
first hole of a sudden death ambulance.
first.
from Fashion Two-Twenty and
Thurman, playoff after he and Scott Hubbs
Lucille
Mrs.
Kentucky State Trooper
chairman of the finance com- of Paducah had finished Lawrence Grisham investigated Beirne said the Bell system Merle Norman.
and the union contract propomittee, and her members, Mrs. regulation play with 96's.
Miss
Andrews,
Miss
the collision at 6:30 p.m. Monday
in terms
Mildred Ragsdale and Mrs
by
Tanuny Boone was tope in the between a Datsun, driven by sals were very close
Congeniality, sponsored
"the
but
overall
benefits,
of
Madelle Talent, will present the girls 10-11 class with a 114 score McIntosh, and an Oldsmobile,
Thurman Furniture, is sixteen
is
money
that
new budget for the club year. for the 18 holes. Lisa Cates of driven by Billy Ray Potts, also of question is how
years old and will be a senior at
Miss Doris Rowland, mem- Paducah finished second with a Murray Route Seven. Potts was to be spent."
High this fall. She
for Murray
asked
originally
CWA
The
bership chairman, will start the 122 score.
reported not injured in the a 25 per cent wage increase in received a trophy, gift cermembership contest and all The Kentucky PGA Junior collision.
tificates from The Place and
a one-year agreement. The Mademoiselle, and Mystic Blush
members are asked to wear their Championships will be held in
Potts
said
Grisham
Trooper
company offered a wage and from Fashion Two-Twenty.
special badges.
Frankfort July 11 at the Juniper was going south on Highway 783.
fringe benefit package with a 30
The club president, btrs. Opal Hills Golf Club.
Potts said his brakes failed as he per cent increase over three In addition to these special
dues
yearly
the
said
Roberts,
came to the intersection of High- years.
contestant
awards, each
should be paid at this meeting
way 94, and his car hit the left "Using the system they use, received a silver charm from the
side of the McIntosh car going I'd say we're about 1 per cent Slams Department and were
BASS CLUB MEET
east on the Lynn Grove Road, apart," Beirne said. He did not given free facials before the
Deane Shelley, President of the
according to Trooper Grisham. elaborate.
contest by Leta's Beauty Salon,
Murray Bass Club, has an- The Northside Baptist Church
No passengers were in either But he said under the And Merle Norman , Fashion
nounced the monthly meeting of will hold a revival meeting the Potts or McIntosh car. The management offer, some work- Two-Twenty, or Mary Kay.
the club will be Wednesday, July starting Monday, July 19, and state trob-per said both cars were ers—mainly men—would get Leta's Beauty Salon and Merle
14, at the Captain's Kitchen. continuing through Monday, July almost totally demolished in the substantial raises, while other Norman provided
cosmetic
Following the dinner at 6:30 p.m. 26, with services to be held at 7:30 collision.
workers—mainly women opera- touch-ups at the contest.
Don E. Jones will present a o'clock each evening.
tors—would not.
The pageant was opened with
Beirne said the differential
Steve hicCuistes, sew silk. and Mrs. W. D. MeCnisto of Route 5, Murray, showed the Grand program on Worm Fishing Rev. C. C. Brasher, Jr., pastor LOVERS' SPAT
of the New Zion Baptist Church
between men and women in remarks by James Johnson. Fair
in the 4-Hcattle show at the Calloway County Fair Monday. The junior champion Technique.
Char p4
in Marshall County, will be the CHICAGO (UPI) — Chicago some cases would - he 62 per board members were recognized
was shown by David Hobbs of Mayfield. Twenty-five head were entered In the FFA cattle shoe.
police and fire marine units cent. "That's just too damned and the Master of Ceremonies,
TOOLS
STOLEN
evangelist.
Johnny Carter of Lewes won in the Guernsey class, Kent McCuiston, of Calloway woo In the Holstein
Dave Ellis. was introduced. Ellis
and rushed to the Calumet River muds," he asserted.
music
Sheriff Clyde Steele was Special
class and Larry Tucker of Calloway wools the Jersey class.
notified this morning of the theft congregational singing each Monday night after receiving a .Beirne was interviewed on presented the three judges: Dan
Matthews, Mayfield Kentucky;
of car tools.from the trunk of an evening will be under the report a man jumped off the the NBC-TV Today show.
100th Street bridge into the He said negotiations were Mrs. Linda Farris, Jackson,
Oldsmobile owned by Billy White leadership of Ryan Graham.
The theft occurred while the car The pastor, Rev. Randolph water.
continuing in Washington but Tennessee; and State Rep.
Upon arriving at the scene, unless settlement was reached Richard Lewis, Benton, Kenwas parked at the White home Allen, and the church extend a
girl
east of New Concord.
cordial invitation to the public to police said, the man's
"sometime this afternoon," the tucky; and introduced Buddy
friend told them she bad strike machinery would be "too Somers and his "Hot Sounds of
attend the services.
Summer" stage band, which
argued with her boyfriend in cumbersome to dismantle."
the car while driving across the Beirne acknowledged that a provided music for the pageant.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
bridge. The man stopped the strike would not seriously
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardduring the argument and disrupt service at first because
car
(UPI)
England
were in charge of tabulation.
son
Kentucky: Scattered thun- MARNHULI„
the
into
jumped over the railing
the telephone system is largely Miss Gay Crass and Miss Cathy
derstorms mainly northwest half —For more than 150 years no water.
various Christopher assisted.
this afternoon and southeast one fussed about Sodom Lane. Police searched the area and automated, and the
"toptonight and less numerous Then an official nameplate discovered the man sitting phone companies are
Chairmen for the pageant were
was
heavy with management"—
Wednesday. Partly cloudy and was put up—and the result
quietly on the bank of the river, especially the parenty company Mrs. Don Keller and Mrs. 0. B.
the
with
lane
the
a
about
storm
Highs
warm through Wednesday.
Boone, Jr., members of the
dripping wet. He was charged AT&T.
this afternoon and Wednesday name of the Bible's infamous with disorderly conduct.
Sigma Department of the Murray
half
a
added,
"when
he
But
mid 80s to the low 905. Lows city of sin.
million people leave their jobs, Woman's Club which sponsored
tonight in the mid 60s to low 70s. A campaign grew in the
the event. Proceeds will help
LIONS CLUB
something must be affected."
village to get the name
operate the Sigma Kindergarten
ConnStourbridge
changed. But
EXTENDED FORECAST
program held at
summer
Lions
will
Murray
Club
The
residents'
New You Know
Kentucky: A chance of showers cil has turned down
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 The air bladder of the catfish Robertson school for children
it
saying
change,
a
for
request
Thursday
and a little warmer
p.m. at the Murray Woman's is connected with the internal without pre-school experience
through Saturday. Highs upper can only be scrapped if there is
Kenneth Paschall,son of Mr.and Mrs. Garvin Paschall, Route Z, Hazel,took home the blue ribbon
Club
House. All members are ear, probably allowing it to who are about to enter first
the
from
Ms and lower 90s. Lows upper fAs a unanimous vote
grade
for the Grand Champion Jersey in the 4-H cattle show at the Calloway County Fair Monday. Angela
urged to attend.
Council
Parish
'hear well.
and lower 70s.
Howard won the junior champion ribbon.

Planned
Telephone Revival
At Lynn Grove
Coop Plans
Annual Meet
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Boones Win
PGA Juniors
Qualifying

Few Openings Left
In Adult Swim Class

McIntosh Injured
In Wreck Monday

Telephone
Strike Is
Predicted

Women's Club Will
Meet On Thursday

Northside Church
To Hold Revival

The Weather
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Ten Years Ago Today
Nav-y LL(jig( Jahn T. Vinson,son af Mr. and Mrs. Jack VirdOrt.
IS adelltkId the Candid hdannation Center School at Brunswick,
Ga.
Mum Bebe Jo CandelL danghter d Mr. and Mrs. William of
hkrebead, formerly of Murray, graduated in the upper ten per
cent of the 13 dass members at tbe Univereity of Louisville
Medical School_
Benny Ray who is studying for his Doctor's degree at Peabody
College, NashviDe,Tema.,spent last we with I.and Mrs. M. H.
Ray.
Bro. L H. Pogue of Henderson will be the speaker at a gospel
meeting at the Union Grove Church of Christ.

Bible ThoughtforToday
I am the vie,we are the brandies: He that Akio& ha me.awl I
hin,the maw brewed'forth mei fruit: far warn'me ye can
de astidiag—Jain 15:S.
When we think that our faith can be lively without Christ, we are
only fooling ourselves.

THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EICICUTNE

PRISIDESST

Southern Slates Industrial Council

I

Bacillus theft
report is hoax

LINOS a mars ina

1

Doc

J. R.(Jim) Shenk*, age tie, died July ii at his borne on Farmington Route One.
The Murray Little League All-Stars defeated the Paris, Tenn.,
All-Stars 15 to 0. Murray team members were Gunter, Buchanan,
Miller, Wiggins, Nelson Shroet, Billington, Raines, Wells, J. D.
Shroat, Roberts, Spann, Jetton, Koodratkto, White, and Young.
The Bank of Murray has total assets of $6,451,496.17, according
to the statement for the close of business on June 30, 1951,
published today in the Ledger & Times.
Mrs. Frances Chiardsill, worthy matron, and A. G. Walton,
worthy patron, presided at the meeting of Murray Star Chapter
No.433 Order of the Eastern Star held at the Masonic Hall.

(

ARVADA. COW.
(UPI): A report that a
container of dangerous
spinal meningitis bacilhis was stolen from an
Arvada home last weekend was a hoax. police
I said.
Officers in the Denver
suburb issued pleas
throughout the week for
the thief to seek imme• diate medical attention
and to turn over the con• tagious culture to autborities.
Police said Kirk E.
Peter told them that a
nucroscope case stolen
from his home did not
contain spinal meningitis
bacillns and that "he is
not a doctor as originally
reported to police."
Peffer did not give a
motive for his actions
except to say it was "anemotional thing."
-

The Abiumme
By limbed Press biterwatissal
Today is Tuesday July 13,
the 194th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars arid Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
ender the sign of Cancer.
Father Edward Flanagan,
founder of Boy's Town in
Nebraska, was born July 13,
MOIL
On Ibis dinor in Wary:
In 1163 opposition to the
Federal Conscription Act led to
riots in New York City, in
which more than 1,000 persons
were killed.
In UM Horace Greeley wrote
an editorial in the New York
Tribune telling federal civil
workers who didn't hie Washington to "Go West, young
man, go West arid grow up with
the country."
In 1378 the Russo-Turkish
War ended.
In 1942 the underground Free
French movement changed its
mune to "Fighting France."

20 Years Ago Today

MS GOODWILL TOUR. HE.
S
.
LEAVING HIS GOLF
CLUBS AT II4OME.

PAGE THRE:

Isn't it The Truth!
by Carl Ftiblet Jr.

A glass of drinking water with meals aloft is
something the coffe-tea-or-me dollies on jetliners do
not serve much of. Stewardesses let you feed your
face right up to the dessert without so much as a
swallow of anything liquid but the salad dressing.
"Bite the hand that feeds you."
—with apologies to Edmund Burke
•
•
•
•
341•
•
•
•41•
•
••••* *•*•
•
•* 4•* *•
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ALL SHOWS

COME IN ITS
COOL I

LAST NIGHT!

LAST NIGH
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•
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MONEY MATTERS

Tax shelters called
boon to economy

a stock portfolio — the latter Angeles is designed for
for liquidity — under his wing families with children. The
13324. CLISTEr IFELF'ARE REFORM
as he approaches his 29th birth- town house-type units contain
Debonair young Gregory day and reflects back on either three or four bedrooms
WASHII4GTON, D.C.—The revolutionary guaranteed annual
McKay is *icier fire these days escaping the Nazis from his and there's a spacious nursery.
we plan devised by the Nixon administration and modified by
along with a lot of other native Netherlands as a 3-year- Special landscaping is almost
littlissee Ways and Means Cammittee may be sidetracked in the
-child proof" and there's an
wealthy people because he old in World War II
drys ahead. At any rate, U. S. Sen. Carl Curtis (H—Nob) has
adjoining park.
doesn't pay all the taxes many
His father, an American, was
proposed alternative legislation that eliminates many of the
less successful men and women engaged in underground acobjectionable features of the misnamed "welfare reform" bill
feel he should pay.
tivity for the Allies at the time,
proposed by tbe White House and added to by Rep. Wilbur D. Mills
He's an expert on tax and the youngster suffered a
shelters.
( D—Ark), chairman of Ways and Means.
gunshot wound in negotiating
Mostly what he does is steer the last part of escape with his
The administration-backed vrellare plan provides a guaranteed
for
b-Ailisaght
today:
fastercbents of his financial con- parents through an open area
annual income of $2,400 a year. This established a dangerous
peweedent—tederal nay for BOD-worters. It in isievitabie that each Ma' Retry Brooks Adams said. sulting -firm, innovest, Inc., near the Swiss border.
maim of Congress would produce a new round of demands for a "What one knows is, in youth, into investments that enable
McKay has found that most
paranteed annual income. The Curtis bill, however, of little moment; they know them to participate in what
of
the people he is assisting, by
enough
detractors
who
know
often
how to
call "the tax
completely elminates the guaranteed annual income concept.
ANISHING POINr(GP
their funds into tax
channeling
dodge."
`
The Nixon-Mills bill ER_ 1) enlarges the Department of
place
failed
to
have
shelters,
When he got into this sort of
Health, Education and Welfare bureaucracy by federalizing all
thing five years ago at the age any money aside for the future
welfare programs in the nation. The Curtis bill dismantles the
Starts Tomorrow
of 23, tie was concerned largely although in many cases they
HIWbareemaracy by returning to the states the responsibility for
with the tax havens provided are earning $40,000 a year or
delomining the type of welfare programs they would have and by
by Investing in cattle, oil ex- more.
state-determined rules for administration of these
-It's just as easy to spend
ploration and real estate. Now
programs.
his service relates almost $10,000 income a year as it is to
The Nixon-Mills bill would double the number of people on
entirely to the real estate field spend $15,000," McKay insists.
welfare in the United States. Current estimates are that the
because there "you are your This is especially true of
welfare population would rise from 10 million to 20 millions or
own man — you know what you doctors and dentists among
other professional people, he
higher. 'The Curtis bill envisions a marked reduction in the
are getting into."
feels.
welfare populatioo.
In raising cattle and drilling
•'They fall into a pattern.
In introducing the legislation,Sen. Curtis charged the HEW has
for oil. McKay says. "It's too
They earn next to nothing until
"simply blackmailed the states into ever-increasing caseloads
much like rolling dice."
Innovest is dedicated to they are 30, they earn
and widening eligibility requirements." One of the coercive
somewhat more until they are
'devices used, be said, is for HEW "to decide that welfarinxioney
retaining buildings for tax
shelter but getting rid of the 35, then suddenly they start
was paid to a state for a period—the state was out of conformity
land on which they rest, since making a lot of money.
and to so notify certain other U. S. authorities who in turn stop
no depreciation allowance for
'They recall their scrimping
,payments for an unrelated program in order to in make a
tax purposes is permitted on and decide to get a big house.
recovery." In this manner,a state can be brought to its knees. Aid
land. Prepaid interest, of two new cars, send the children
for the blind, for example, can be withheld until a state bows to
course, is the firm's other to a private school and all the
.HEW edicts on general welfare.
important tax shelter con- rest. There's nothing left.
The Curtis bill is an enormous improvement over the Nixon
sider-BUDD.
-The ages 40 to 45 are
Mills legislation. For instance, the administraticstesupported bill
McKay reports he has critical. The doctor who has
'Would eliminate residency requirements for welfare and similar
achieved 100 per cent tax spent many years making
limitations opposed by HEW.The Curtis bill would help states end
reduction-3 through shelters He decisions for other people feels
Reagan
:welfare abuses, as Gov. Ronald
has proposed in
believes it is possible to ap- he knows all he needs to know
ziNlifornia. The Curtis bill strongly asserts congressional support
proach 200 per cent.
about most everything .
:kr the use of residency requirements. It upholds investigations to
including investing. Then he
;Zonfirm the eligibility of applicants for welfare. The bill also
What about the opposition to
finds out he doesn't."
'would insist on cooperation of welfare mothers in identifying the
tax shelters?
And that's where Innovest
THE AT
fathers of children receiving welfare assistance.
"If we remove the incentive
comes into the picture.
for the entrepreneur, we will often
These and other provisions of the Curtis bill indicate that it is a
* Ends Tonite *
as not dealing with
HELD IN GEM THEFT—Vinstifle the economy," McKay Likely
constructive alternative to the Nixon-Wills family assistance
distraught clients in the 50 per
cent
M.
Morris
(top)
and
says. He believes many of the
"THREESOME" X
plan. In all respects, it is vastly superior to the legislation that
tax bracket. McKay tries
Joseph Fernandez, both of
finest garden apartments. cent
-came out of the Ways and Means Committee. It is an important
to get them organized
New Jersey, were arrested
stores and industrial buildings budgetwise
i:.contribution to the effort of conservatives to halt the ballooning
so there is a surin New Yoek—Vy FBI agents
would never come into
,:cost of welfare programs that threatens the security of working
plus. The surplus goes Lilo tee
in connection
with the
existence
without
the
incentive shelters. On occasion, he has
:Americans If these citizens want genuine reform of welfare laws, $600,000 jewel
robbery victax abetters offer.
is the time to speak up Otherwise, they will get the Nixonhad a client go directly to a
timizing actress Sophia_Lo--McKay has $87 million in real bank and borrow. say. $20.000.
',-Mitts welfare expansion pLsn as the law of the land.
ren last October.
estate projects and 17 million in
•"lhe client can invest the
$20.000 in tax shelters with
capital gain possibilities in
many cases) and if he's in the
MURRAY
50 per cent bracket he can immediately save $10,000." the
DRIVE
IN
youthful counselor from
Beverly Hills suggests
n
7:30-Start Dusk
WASHINGTON (UPI): The number of world refuA private agency, the committee publishes an
McKay, perhaps, because of
annual statistical survey on world refugees from
gees—homeless victims of war, political persecution
war
traumatic
experience
his
Wed.
figures supplied by private. U. S. government. Unitof sociel unrest—increased to a total of more tluui
as a child, has a soft spot for
ed Nations and international agencies.
17.5 million people, the United States Committee for
children. His 230-unit Pepper
Refugees reports.
Tree apartment project in Los
;BE alfillitES did not include victims of natural
144C4kfai
Dr, R. Norris Wilson, executive vice president of
disasters, migrants, returnees (persons deported to
the committee. said the committee's annual report
the country of their ethnic origini or American
HEAVEN
was "a grim survey of human suffering and mis-political exiles in Canada and Sweden.
el
.
8-HELL
New Guinea hae an area
ery."
Wilson said that in addition to the Pakistani
IN C Ot.On
of 234,768 square miles.
s
•,.44,544%,
problem,
, two otherr major changes had taken place
•
"THE REPORT is made even worse wben we
•
refugee situation.
lein
take into account our estimete
a
e million
British Honduras is famous
refugees who ha% e fled East Pakistan
are now in
• Because of the end of the Nigerian civil war,
for its mahogany. ,
India." he added.
3.3 million Nigerian nationals were taken off the
•••
The committee's estimate of the number of
refugee list.
Pakistani refugees, who nett East Pakistan when
The (lest message by telt*
ear broke out there in March, was admittedly
• "Improved reporting techniques" changed the
zraph was sent May 24, 1844.
con sera at ye According to some sources the'masher
Vietnam estimate from 1.197.143 Vietnamese refu• 4i, •
now Is as high as six million
gees to 3.5 million in 1970.
The Girl Scouts of America
was founded March 12,1912.
-..emomeamo-AmmollINIOAMIs.A41110111141
,
4144
.111ffa
,
411111Niffs
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Starts Tomorrow
•
"Bullett" &
•
..

7-45. $-15
Starts

Tomorrow(X ri

• "Bonnie & Clyde"
The Love
Object:,
•
*••••••••••,•••....•
••••
• •••.-

By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service

SKYVUE DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Hwy 79-E (Lake Hiwity) Pans, Tennessee

* FIRST DRIVE-IN SHOWING *
At the all new remodeled Skyrue, where only
the best is shown. Wall-to-wall carnet throughout
our concession building. First Drive-In showing ot
the biggest picture of the year, "LOVE STORY",
at regular admission...Adults '1.25; Children
under 12 years, FREE. So bring the family to the
Skyvue at Pans, Tenn., one of West Tennessee's
finest Drive-In Theatres,

SHOWING FOR 14 BIG NIGHTS
Starting July 8 flirt) July 21 stI
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World refugees now at 17.5 million
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Dock Ellis To Pitch For National League
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National's Dock Ellis
both starting pitchers will be
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
black, and that's one reason
UPI Sports Editor
DE OTT (UPI)-Dock Ellis, why Ellis was sure N.L. skipper
who didn't think he'd get the Sparky Anderson wouldn't pick
job, was set today as the him.
streaking National League's "They'll never start one
tarting pitcher against the 'brother' against another 'brothincredible Vida Blue of the er," forecast Ellis. "Besides,
American League in baseball's Anderson doesn't like me."
annual mid-season fiesta, the But Anderson picked Ellis,
who has a 14-3 record, and
All-Star game.
The Nationals, seeking the explained why.
ninth straight victory in the "No, his forecast that I
diamond's glamor game, were wouldn't do it didn't put any
listed as 7-5 favorites over the pressure one me," said Andersmarting American Leaguers son. "His 14-3 record put
for the contest which will draw pressure on-that and the fact
a capacity 53,089 fans to Tigei that he has six days rest. Do I
Stadium by the 8:15 p.m. EDT like him? Heck, I don't even
know him."
game time.
But this year the A. L has Anderson pointed out that
Blue, the 21-year-old rookie Ellis had been scheduled to
lefthander who a year ago was pitch for the Pittsburgh Pirates
in the minor leagues watching Sunday against Atlanta, but the
the game on a TV set in Des game was rained out. If Ellis
had pitched Sunday, Anderson
Moines, Iowa.
Blue, who has won an said, then the N.L. starter
astounding 17 games and lost would have been either lefthanonly three at mid-season, got der Steve Carlton of the St.
the nod as starting pitcher Louis Cards or righthander
from A.L. skipper Earl Weaver Juan Marichal of the San
because Francisco Giants.
some time ago
Now Anderson, manager of
Weaver, though preferring to
save Vida's fastball for the the dincinnati Reds, said he
closing innings,'ItheAr that 412.4"lent •••f011owc tip' Ellis with
Carlton, but isn't sure who his
the way most fans want it.
It's the first time in the 41- third pitcher will be. Unless the
game history of the classic that game goes extra innings, each

Plans Being Completed
For Murray Invitational
NA

all-star pitcher is limited to
three innings.
Weaver, manager of the
world champion Baltimore Orioles, said Blue will pitch three
innings and then be followed by
two Orioles pitchers, righthander Jim Palmer and lefthander
Mike CuelLsr, for two innings
each, and then lefthander
Mickey Lolich of the host
Detroit Tigers for however
many innings are needed to
close it out.
Weaver insists he'll stick to
that rotation even if one man is
"bombed" out. In that case
he'll relieve with either Marty
Pattin of Milwaukee or Andy
Messersmith of California "to
finish that man's stint."
losing
was the
Weaver
manager when Pete Rose of
Cincinnati barrelled home with
the 12th inning run that gave
the Nationals a 5-4 verdict last
year. And he says he's going all
out to end the humiliation of

Major League Standings
By United Press Interoatiseal
American League
East
W. L. Pet. GB
55 32 .632 ...
Baltimore
49 37 .570 5/
2
1
Boston
47 39 .547 71
2
/
Detroit
2
/
41 47 466 141
New York
38 51 .427 18
Cleveland
34 52 .395 20/
2
1
Washington
West
W. L Pct, GB
56 31 .644 ...
Oauland
2
/
43 41 .512 111
Kansas City
41 46 .471 15
Minnesota
42 50 .457 161
2
/
California
38 47 .447 17
Chicago
37 48 435 18
Milwaukee
Tuesday's Games
All-Star Game in Detroit
Wednesday's Games
No Games Scheduled

Hewitt Wins At
Rolling Hills
Murray State Golf Coach, Buddy Hewitt,shot a
one-under-par 70 at the Rolling Hills golf course
Sunday to win the Rolling Hills Invitational
tournament over Dave Barclay who finished
with a 72.
Hewitt got a second chance at the tournament
Sunday after his six over par 77 from Saturday
was washed out when rains forced the cancellation of Saturday's rounds in the late afternoon.
Martin Luther, a graduate at Murray State,
shot a blistering 69 Saturday to lead the pack of
finishers but had to start with a clean slate
Sunday and dropped to a 40-40-80.
Hewitt and Luther combined with Mike Holton
and John Quertermous to capture the team
trophy for Murray with a 301 total, nine strokes
better than the home course Rolling Hills team of
Ike Arnold, Waldo Golliher, Bill Spears and Dick
Brown.
Holton finished in a three-way tie for fourth
with a three-over-par 74 and Quertermous ended
up in a three way tie for 13th with a 77.
Hewitt plans to bypass the Interclub Tournament at Calloway this coming Sunday in order
to participate in the Irving Cobb Invitational at
Paducah.

Natlosal League
East
LPct.GB
W
57 31 .648 ...
Pittsburgh
•••
46 40 .535 10
New York
47 41 .534 10
Chicago
All-Star Rosters
46 42 .523 11
St. Louis
AMERICAN LEAGUE
1 Bobby Murcsr, Now York. of
39 50 .438 181
2
/
Vida Blue
Philadelphia
American's
1 Cookie Rolm, Kansas Qty. 26
3 Mormon Killebrew, Minnesota, 1 63b
34 54 .386 23
Montreal
$ Brooks Roberson. BaMmore, 3b
in Johnny 11,9nch catctung, Glenn
the A.L., which trails 23-17 6 Al Kaline, Detroit c4
West
8 Carl Yostrzernski, Deafen, of
the annual series.
9 Don Buford, Baltimore. of
Beckert at second, Bud HarW. L. Pct. GB
of
Oakland,
9 Regale Jackson,
Allan
how
Ellis.
see
:
It's hard to
10 Dom Duncan, idablendi
relson at short, and
55 35 .611 ..
San Francisco
iton.
11 Lids AgarIclo.
Star game could start more McCovey has been injured
II Bill Freshen Detroit. c
49 41 .544 6
Los Angeles
I4 Bill Milton, 67icage, lb
15 Thurman Munson. Mew `fart, C
dramatically than tonight's-for and if he can't play, Anderson
2
1
43 44 .494 10/
Houston
17 Leo Cardeflat, MInneeeite. es
the
to
of
come
will
batter
to
first
Rob4lmen,1631flmore,
.:,$.41MOitea$00164afft.
Cincinnati
the
20 Frank
said, Lee May of
44 48 .478 12
Atlanta
22 Jim Palmer, Baltimore.
plate against the fireballing play first and bat in the same Cincinnati
25 Norm Cash. Detroit, lb
15
.446
51
41
Id Amos Otte. Kansas City, of
28 wlibur Weed, Chicago,
young Blue will be wondrous slot.
35 57 .367 22
San Diego
29 Rod Carew, Minnesota, 2'
Willie Mays, the San Francisco The game is the second allOetrett, o
79 trUctim
31 J1
1 Perry, Minnesota,
,
of
33 Frank Howard, Washington,
Giants' super slugger who is star game to be played at night LEE LEADS STANDINGS
33 Marty Patbn, Mistook's,0
Ky. (UPI)-Bold from 1956 to 1958. He took
35 Vida Nue, Oakland.
hot on the trail of Babe Ruth's and NBC television forecasts NEW YORK (UPI)-Dave PARIS,
35 Mike Cuellar, Baltimore.
leading Horse of the Year honors in
run record. And 57.9 million fans will watch, Eichelberger has entered the Ruler, the world's
42 Sonny Siebert, Boston. P
home
all-time
V Andy Messersmtth, CalItornIa, P
sire for seven 1957 when he won the Preakthoroughbred
face
to
Blue
will
the second batter
compared to 56.4 million said
PGA's top 10 money-standing straight years, was put to death ness, finished third in the
NATIONAL L1A4421
will be Atlanta's Hank Aaron, have watched last year's arc3 NMI' Davis. Los Amok& of
list with 1971 earnings of Monday after he failed to Belmont and fourth in the
1 Bud Harrelson, New York. ss
who is hot on Mays' trail.
5 Astinny Bench, Cincinnati, c
lighter in Cincinnati.
$88,309, including $25,000 he won respond to cobalt treatments Kentucky Derby.
WIIIN Storgell,19111sturgli. of
Blue was asked how he feels
9 Joe Torre, St. Louis, Ib
In Sunday's Greater Milwaukee for cancer.
10 Rom Santo, Chtmim,
about pitching to sluggers like
10 Rusty Staub, Monhsal, of
Open.
A. B. "Bull" Hancock, owner
11 Dm Keesinger.ChIctiao, is
that.
14 Pete Raw Cincinnati. of
Lee Trevino leads the stand- of Claiborne Farm where Bold
MITCHELL WITH BREWERS
17 Nate Colbert. Son Diego, lb
I
hope
ball,
hit
the
they
"If
17 Dock Egli, Pittsburgh. o
MILWAUKEE (UPI) - Out- ings with $195,869. The $13,200 Ruler stood at stud, said he
17 Nato Colbert. Son ONeo, lb
our outfielders can hit the
18 Glenn Sactert, Chicago lb
Ogden
Bobby Mitchell was Trevino collected for winning talked
fielder
with owner
20 Lou Brock, St. Louis, of
cutoff man," he said with a
21 Roberto Ctemente, Pittsburgh, of
recalled from Syracuse by the the British Open does not count Phipps "and he didn't want the
23 Lee May, Cincinnati, lb
grin.
of
Francisco,
San
24 Willie Mays.
Milwaukee Brewers Monday In the standings. Second horse to suffer."
25 Bobby Bonds. Son Francisco, of
Blue will be going with three
27 Juan Marichal, San Frondsco, o
will report to the team in through fifth on the list Are The famed stallion, 17 years
II Ferguson Jenkins, Chicago. Li
and
days rest since he pitched 11
12 Stove Carlton, St. Louis, o
York Wednesday. Mitchell Jack Nicklaus, $181,213; Gary old, reigned from 1963 through
35 Manny &maudlin, Pittsburgh. C
New
shutout innings against Califor36 Cloy Carroll, Cincinnati, o
from the Yankees Player, $119,510; Arnold Pal- 1969 as the No. 1 sire in total
obtained
was
El Rick Wise,
nia last Friday night, but failed
41 Torn Seaver, New York,
Miller money winnings by offspring.
mer, $114,489, and
7 for Denny Walton.
June
44 Ho* Amen. Aticinta, of
on
victory
18th
because
to get his
44 Willie McCrory, San Frandsce, lb
Barber, $102,793.
49 Lorry Werke*, Flognon, a
Bold Ruler set a record in 1966
It took,Dakland 20 innings to
N.Y. mtrrum TAKE
AMERICAN LEAGUE BATTINO
when his progeny won a total of
14.
win,
AB R •MR RBI PCI.
Mover, C166
ALBANY, N.Y.(UPI)-New LEBOW TO REPORT FIGHT $2,305,523.
519 103
Mirror NY
s
16 it lo
League
American
The
startFl 6
Roach
received $10,440,496 NEW
be 20 46 11 es IN
10140row 104 n
YORK (UPI)-Guy Four of his sons and
lineup includes
three York State
ing
B Robinson Bat
1/7 1.2 99 10 54 .224
for
of pari-mutuel Lebow was named Monday to daughters-Gamely, Bold Hour,
share
ith
as
238 41 73
.
Kalifs* Det
substitutions from the lineup
2*6 41 71 11 411 .
Yesslmki Bin
revenues from the spring do the closed-circuit broadcast Successor and Bold Lad-,.won
361 71 52 13 4 .214
vfa4 84
15 17 41 is originally voted by fans in over
It Jodoon Oak
racing meeting at Belmont description of the Muhammad more than 4500,000 each.
E
g
by
all
forced
2
ballots,
million
=c);:,
total surpassed the All-Jimmy Ellis heavyweight Bold Ruler himself 'canted
712 33 26 11 Si 'IT
hennas CM
Injuries. Norm Cash of Detroit Park. The
397 40 83 20 52 .286
Walton Chl
collected last year. bout in the Houston Astrodome $784,204 with 23 wins in a
$10,107,624
Munson NY
739 16 61 534.
will be at first base in place of
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
309 36 • 11 46 ,
CordMlosMln
F Robinson Bel
252 47 78 14 57 .311
relatively short racing career
on July 26.
Baltimore's Boog Powell, De20 4,
317
CosP.Otis
troit's Bill Freehan as catcher
111 4$ 1111 1 1 25 163
Carew Min
316 15 91 6 43 294
F Howard Was
instead of Cleveland's Ray
• ••
•it,
• 5•••• s••••• •.•••••••••••• •••••••••••••••
•
•
16•is•
%%%%%••••'••
•
AMERICAN LEAGUE PROMNO
Fosse, and New York's Bobby
M BB SO N L ERA
Mew,Club
4 3.57
Palmer Sal
127 62 103 11
instead
field
center
in
Murcer
Weed Chl
/N 29 ii 9 S 1.69
3.96 of Minnesota's Tony Oliva.
Lolich Det
4: 111 t
7 14
7
J Perry Min
11141 1
122 10 KR 8 1 2.11
Mittin Mil
Fosse Is the catcher Rose
Blue Oak
144 55 186 17 3 1.41
137 4.42 II 1 1.*
eilar Bat
bowled over in scoring the
abortgh
;Pfl:34 ':LmrsnftI
Col
winning run, and Weaver said
NATIONAL. LEAGUE PITCHIPM11
Indians' receiver was "real
the
INgrer, Club
14 SS BOW L ERA
Ellis Pah
110 34 11.5 14 3 2.80
fired up for revenge and so
134 31 74 10 5 2.81
Maridial SP
Jenkins Cal
upset that he couldn't play that
1
Carlton StL.
Carroll C.In
3 3:8 he almost couldn't talk." has
33 t
WIN Phl
1g
116 31 146 10 6 7.39
NITin
,
4,
47r
The A.L. batting order
=
1333004 12 4215
Crew of Minnesota at
Rod
NATIONAL. LIAISE! BATTING
by
3AL:NI R41
base, followed
second
W Davis LA
3•
Narreisn NY
335 IS 17 0 20 NI
Murcer, Carl Yazstremski in
Bench Cin
134 SI 11 le 37 250
Stargeli Pat,
Mil 56 4111 NI 17 330
left, Frank Robinson in right,
343 53132 14 65 159
Twit StL
Santo Chl
at third,
Staub MN
19 It .1 Cash, Brooks Robinson
±
?11
:(essirolbirrnr CM
ISO 63 UP 2 ss
Freehan, Luis Aparicio at
21 .311
347
19
27*
short, and Blue.
336 52 111 1 11 :330
smkertSehl
iBrock
31
Sit.
1
07
In the N.L. lineup, Mays and
0
3
i
r
lbIlIgll l,,r thr entire crt•%5
11511
/
Clements Peh
cight piece, ,h1
3!1
297 42
L May
are followed by Joe
Aaron
41 f I 3
May,, $F
Torre at third, Willie Stargell
1 415
=
1:n Pah
20 316 :
1t
4 .314
14 Aaron Alt
left, Willie McCovey at first,
T74
McCown Sr

Bold Ruler Put to Death
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championship and five flights.
Flights will be determined by
players' minimax handicap
cards, and all entrants are
requested to bring their minimax
card for official vertification.
A separate flight will be
arranged for golfers without
minimax cards for the current
season, Hewitt emphasized.
Entry forms may be obtained
by contacting Hewitt. His mailing
address is College Station,
Murray State
University,
Murray, Ky. 42071. During the
day, his phone number is (Area
Code 502) 762-4458. In the
evening, it is(Area Code 502) 7535435.
Preferred starting times will
be granted on a "first come,firstserved" basis as late as possible,
he said, and players wishing to
of the Los Angeles Lakers, is
By JOE ST. AMANT
play with specific individuals are
about winning
asked to list the names on their INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI)- optimistic today
AssociaBill Sharman, new head coach a National Basketball
entry form.
tion championship and as part
of his job he's committed to
teach Wilt Chamberlain how to
be a better foul shooter.
Sharman is the all-time NBA
champ on free throws and when
he was publicly designated as
Laker coach Monday he was
asked about the chances of
helping someone like Chamberlain, a poor man at the free
throw line.
"I think any player who
wants to improve himself,
especially on the free throw
line, can do it," he said. -It's
just a matter of judging the
distance and the direction (ram
the free throw line. I think any
I
player lho wants to learn
can help him."
Sharman, 45, a INjersity at
Southern California'Product,
was signed to a five-year
contract by the Lakers at
undisclosed term. There were
reports that Sharman's pact
called for $70,000 a year
He seemed unbothered by a
law suit pending against him
for $5 million. It was filed by
LAST R ACE -Pciico Rodriguez, 31. Mexican. racing driver. gives II thumbs up sign
the Utah Stars in an effort to
I before the start of his last auto race. at Nuernberg, West Germany. tie was
prevent him leaving the AmeriIc.1.iinc when his Ferrari smashed into a wall and blirst into flames (top left)durcan Basketball Association
ing the 200-mile race. The wreckage is at lower lift.
team and going to the (Akers.

Plans are being completed at
the Calloway Country Club for
the annual Murray Invitational
Golf Tournament July 24-25.
More than 140 West Kentucky
golfers are expected to compete
in the event, won last year by Joe
Jaggers of Bardstown. R. T.
(Buddy) Hewitt, current club
champion at the Calloway club
and golf coach at Murray State
University, is the tournament
chairman.
The $20.00 entry fee, Hewitt
said, should be received not later
than July 19. This entitles an
entrant to two practice rounds
over the 7,270-yard 18-hole
course, a free lunch both days of
the tournament, admission to the
"Golf Ball" dance on Saturday
evening and 36 holes of medal
play in the tournament.
Silver awards and golf merchandise certificates will be
awarded the top winners in the

Baseball
Standings

LongJohn SilitaAf

1.42 1,2

Free Puppets
"Gold Doubloons"
and Pirate Hats for
the Kiddies!

Pieces of Eight 2.95

rs ?;.

Corn on the Cob .22

Silver's Slaw .25

Sharman To Teach Wilt
How To Shoot Foul Shots

Er Majesty's Brew .15
rill,

II , Ii

15,1

/114)( (Or

Chips .25

1 ,1.1

Drinks .15
Hushpuppies 3/.10 Desserts .25
Fish & Chips 1.09
Peg-legs & Chips 1.00
, hi, 15,11

Small order .69
Treasure Chest 125
fish & chips, peg-legs, ?(lin.

15-

YOU HAVEN'T TASTED FISH & CHIPS
UNTIL YOU'VE TASTED OURS!!
I.'

Long John Silvers'
FISH n CHIPS
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Miss Kathleen Morris Becomes Bride Of
John R. Forsee In Lovely Ceremony At
Hazelwood Baptist Church, Louisville

TUESDAY—JULY 13, 1971

Members Of Murray Assembly Of Rainbow
For Girls Receive Appointments At Meet
Mr. and Mrs. Michael William
Free of 1200 Math Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Heather Ann, weighing seven
pounds ten ounces, born on
Thursday, July 8, at 6:19 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mrs. Doreen
Free of Easton, Pa., and Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Hogan of Geneva,
N.Y.

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order Kalberer, Joyce Winchester,
of the Rainbow for Girls held its Kathy Higginbotham, Dorisanna
regular meeting at the Masonic Steely, Jill Andersen, and Joni
Hall on Tuesday, July 6, at seven Scott.
o'clock in the evening.
Adults present were Mrs. Twila
Miss Paula Cook, worthy ad- Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs.
visor, presided, and Miss Betsy Frances Churchill, Mrs. Fay
Riley, recorder, read the Lamb, and Dee Lamb.
minutes.
The next regular meeting will
Tuesday, July 13
An initiation was held with the be held on Tuesday, July 20, at
The Baptist Young Women of
:Miss Nancy Roberts, July
new members being Kathy seven p.m. at the Masonic Hall
bride-elect of Joe Thurman, was the sinning Jprtilg Baptist
Higginbotham,Dorisanna Steely,
the honoree at a delighthilly Church will meet at the church a
Jill Andersen, and Joni Scott.
planned luncheon held at the 7:30 p.m. All members are urged
Reports on the Grand
beautiful new home of Mrs. to attend.
Assembly of the Order of the
Amy Kathrine is the name
Jpmes W. Parker on the Lynn
Rainbow for Girls in Kentucky
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. James E.
Grove Road on Sat- trday, June
Duncan of Dexter Route One for
held in Louisville June 20, 21, and
26, at noon.
A Swim Party for pre-school
baby girl, weighing three
22, were given. Members attheir
The gracious hostesses for the through third grade is scheduled
tending were Patricia Evans,
pounds 144 ounces, born on
Miss Ann Pennington, August
prenuptial occasion were Mrs. from ten a.m. to one p.m. at the
Joyce Winchester, Paula Cook, 7th bride-elect of Daniel York
Friday, July 9, at 8:40 p.m,at the
Grogan
Mrs.
Parker,
Jpunes W.
Calloway County Country Club.
Irene Futrell, Janet Newberry, McKeel, was the honoree at a
Murray-Calloway County
Roberts,and Mrs. Joe W.Parker. Each member may bring one
Lesa Robertson, Linda George, dessert recently held at the home
Hospital.
:For the event the honoree chose gtaCta and is to acing a sear nuicn.
Their other children Sandra, Mrs. Carol Sloan was the guest Nita Atkins, Marilyn Thomas, of Mrs. Maurice Humphrey,
00 wear a blue dress trimmed in
mmittee
members
are
age thirteen, Kathi, age eleven; speaker Thursday morning for Betsy Riley, and Denise Hazel Highway.
itite and was presented a yellow Mesdames Ted Billington, Carl
James, age eight, and William, the Music 300 class at Murray Kalberer. Adults attending were
The hostesses for the affair
&chid corsage. She was also Oakley,Sam Bell, Joe Dick, Dan
State University. This class deals Mrs. Frances Churchill, Mrs. Ole were Mrs. Ralph Holcomb, Mrs.
a—.
eiresented with three pieces of her McKinney, and Joe Hal Spann.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. with the education of music at the Winchester, and Mrs. Janice A. M. Alexander, and Mrs.
aliosen pattern of pottery as a
Newberry Hale.
E. Duncan of Dexter Route elementary level.
Humphrey.
C.
iiredding gift from the hostesses.
One and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Miss Pennington was dressed
Tuesday, July 13
Mrs. Sloan, being totally self- The
Assembly
Murray
'Mrs. Taz Roberts, mother of
Barnett of Murray Route Six. taught, demonstrated
the received the award for having the in a pastel print and was
ISe bride-elect, and Mrs. Agnes The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
Awl DoneLson of Murray Route "Mother Maybelle Carter" largest gain in membership for presented a corsage of white,
Thurman, mother of the groom- First United Methodist Church
six is a great grandfather.
carnations. Mrs. W. C. McKeel,
method of playing the autoharp. the year.
eflect, were presented hostesses' WSCS will meet with Mrs. Jack
The autoharp made lovely music Murray members receiving mother of the groom-to-be, wore
sift corsages of yellow daisies. Bailey, 1741 Olive Street, at 9:30
an.
as a solo instrument as Mrs. appointments were Patricia a dress of navy, red and white
: The guests were seated at the
Sloan played selections from the Evans, Grand Historian; Lesa print design. She was also
dining room table and at card
The J. N. Williams chapter of
country,folk, religious, Mexican, Robertson, Grand Represen- presented a corsage of cartvier
bles in the living room for the
and other styles.
United Daughters of the
tative to Tennessee; and Betsy nations.
ncheon. The tables were
Magnolias, snapdragons, and
The class, instructed by Larrie Riley, Grand Representative to
ederacy will have a noon
laid with white cloths and
roses were used throughout the
Clark,gained much insight on the Maine.
cheon at the home of Miss
lovely
with
centered
Two members of the Sunnyside
operation of the autoharp, Marilyn Thomas and Linda house. Dessert was served to the
ude Nance. All members are
4rrangements of yellow and
Homemakers Club participated
especially in connection with George were Murray members in forty-four invited guests. Miss
$rhite daisies. Place cards in the ged to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Forsee
in the Arts and Crafts Show,
elementary school children.
the Grand Choir at the state Pennington was presented a
• motif were used.
sponsored by the Murray Art
dinner plate in her chosen china.
former Miss assembly.
Mrs.
Sloan,
the
trimmed
in
blue
cake
wedding
Covers were laid for Mrs. Earl
Kathleen
Morris,
Miss
Guild, held June 26 and 27 at the
1971
Miss Catherine Simmons
Barrow,
of
Hazel,
is
a
Carol
made
for
the
miniature
were
Pinkley,
and
topped
with
a
Plans
f)ougias, Mrs. L. K.
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. W'
Conservation Education Center
graduate of MSU, and will be concession stand to be again assisted the hostesses in serving.
$trs. Paul Bailey, Mrs. Cleo
Morris of Louisville, became the bride and groom statuette.
in the Land Between the Lakes.
Serving the cake, punch, mints, Mrs. Van Futrell and Mrs. teaching isiology and math this operated at the Murray-Calloway
(kogan, Mrs. Raymond Wratber,
bride of John R. Forsee, son
nuts at the reception were Larry Wadkins displayed crafts fall at South Marshall High County Fair for the week July 12and
Guthrie Churchill, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs, Earl Forsee
las Garrett, Mrs. Loyd The Annie Armstrong Group of Murray; -In- a double rin Mrs. David Brown, Mrs. Robert including burlap and tissue paper School. Her husband, Pfc. Kim 18.
is presently serving in the The Assembly held its regular
, Mrs. Terry Glover of the First Baptist Church V/MS ceremony
solemnized
on Forsee, and Mrs. Gary Renfro. flowers, band painted items, Sloan
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crider have
pallatin, Tenn., Miss Judy will have a potluck supifer at six Saturday, June 12, at the After the reception the couple selections of oil paintings, and U. S. Army and is stationed in Founders Day picnic on July 8 at
returned home after a week's
Virginia.
Park.
wedding
trip
with
the
Landing
State
left
for
a
Paris
Williams of Nashville. Tenn., p.m. at the Baptist Student Hazlewood Baptist Church,
household and baby tiems at the
bride wearing a pink dress with a show.
Members present for the vacation in Danville, Ill., visiting
Mrs. Gene Roberts, Miss Beverly Center.
Husbands of the Louisville.
daughter, Mrs. Roger A.
meeting were Paula their
Tuesday
Parker, the honoree, the members will be special guests. Bro. Robert H. Alston, former pleated skirt.
Hair coloring for summer
Neal, nee Margaret Ruth Crider,
Riley,
Phyllis
hostesses.
Cook,
Betsy
the
tnothers, and
The meat, drinks, and bread will pastor of the church, performed
calls for a personal touch, one
their son-in-law, Roger A. Neal,
be furnished and members will the ceremony at three o'clock in The bridal couple is now
Too many doors in your room? that will bring a sparkle to the Coleman, Donna Nance, Marilyn and new baby grandson, Roger
Heights,
Nita
residing
at
Orchard
Debbie
Nance,
Thomas,
eye,
a
glow
to
the
complexion
afternoon
with
Bro.
Jack
behind
a
tall
Hide one of them
bring salad, vegetable, or the
Thomas, weighing seven pounds
Gelvington, presdent pastor, Apartment No. 18, Murray State piece of furniture such as book and a generally vibrant feeling, Atkins, Cheryl Mllam, Terese five ounces, born at 12:20 a.m. on
dessert.
Murray.
University,
says
the
Coleman,
National Hairdressers Carraway, Kathryn
offering a prayer for the couple.
cases or a secretary. Creative
Wednesday, June 30, at St.
Rehearsal Dinner
The Murray Quota Club will
As the guests assembled, a
wall hangings or area rugs and Cosmetologists Associa- Irene Futrell, Barbara Sledd, Elizabeth Hospital there. Mr. and
Rise Lowe, Janet Newberry,
meet at the Southside Restaurant program of nuptial music was Mr. and Mrs. Earl Forsee, mounted on a frame wall make tion.
Litsa Robertson, Linda George, Mrs. Neal are both teaching
at 12 noon.
presented by Robert Forsee, Murray, were hosts for the an interesting cover-up and add a
school in Danville, Ill. Mr. and
rehearsal dinner held at focal to a room. — Mrs. Mildred
brother of the groom.
Pepper was once considered Sherry Nolin, Sherry Vaughn, Mrs. Crider are owners and
Masterson's
Supper
Club,
Klein,
Janie
Gail
Vaughn,
Leslie
Women's
Society
of
The
decorated
with
altar
was
42056
The
W. Potts, La Center, Ky.
so precious it was substituted
The Women's Society of
Lamb, Patricia Evans, Denise operators of the Dixie Dry
Service of the wedding palms, two candelabra, Louisville, on Friday, June 11, at 665-5671
for currency.
Christian Service of the Goshen Christian
Cleaners.
in
the
evening
United Methodist Churdi met at Palestine United Methodist and an arch containing three nine o'clock
son,
John
honoring,
their
Forsee,
will
meet
at
ten
a.m.
at
aiurch
the
During
ceremony
candles.
the °buret' on Tuesday evening,
and his financee, Miss Kathleen
lie church.- A potluck luncheon the couple lighted the con
July 8.
Morris.
candle together.
Mrs. Corbett Farless had will be served.
Bride's Dress
'charge of the program,
"Retirement: Boon or Bore?". Murray Star Chapter No. 433
She was assisted by Mrs. Hasten Drder of the Eastern Star will The bride was escorted to the
Wright, Mrs. Ohs Beach, Mrs. neet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 altar by her father who gave her
in marriage. She wore a gown
Mildred Adams, Mrs. Ivan
white peau de soie and English
Outland, and Mrs. George Rhea.
Mrs. Farless closed the program
me lace that was accented with
Wednesday,
July
14
clusters of pearls. The bodice and
with prayer.
Murray
Women's
The meeting was called to The Ladies Day Luncheon will sleeves were overlaid with lace The
order and opened with prayer by be served at the Oaks Country and the skirt had an apron of lace Auxiliary of the Loyal Order of
the president, Mrs. John B. Club at 12:15 p.m. Make reser- that began at the front hemline the Moose of Murray has anWatson. The opening song was vations by Monday by calling and extended halfway up the nounced the new officers for the
"He Leadeth Me", followed by Peggy Hooks 753-2387 or Cheryl skirt. The sleeves flared just 1971-72 chapter year.
On July 1, the newly elected
the devotion with Mrs. Glen Dailey 753-8702. Other hostesses below the elbow.
Beach in charge. She chose to are Reva Shelton, Janice Comp- Her removable train was en- officers assumed their positions.
read from Psalms 16:1-2, 5-9, 11 ton, Jane Boyd, Marilyn Mc- circled with lace motifs. Her They are as follows:
followed by appropriate poetry. Cuiston,Dulcie Douglas, Carolyn elbow length veil of silk illusion Mrs.Gloria Boy,senior regent;
Mrs. Mildred Adams led in Reagan, Charlene Williams, was attached to a headdress of Mrs. Jean Kalberer, junior
Shirley Darnell, Jane Cothran, lace and pearls. The bride regent; Mrs. Edith McKinney,
Prayer.
Mrs. Watson, president, was in Verna Horning, and Lyndia carried a cluster of white roses chaplain; Mrs. Virginia Scott,
containing a center corsage of junior graduate regent; Mrs.
charge of the business session Cochran.
roses and ribbon tied with white Wanda Williford, recorder; Mrs.
during which time various ways
satin streamers with love knots. Judy Mason, treasurer.
of remembering our sick, shutWednesday, July 14
Miss Joyce Reynolds of Appointed by Mrs. Boy to serve
ins, and aged were discussed.
The annual meeting will be
The meeting was dismissed by neld at the Outland Cemetery Louisville served as maid of in offices were Mrs. Ora Lee
honor. The bridesmaids were Farris, guide; Mrs. Ann
Mrs. George Rhea after which This will be an all day affair.
Miss Vicki Midkiff of Louisville Morrison, assistant guide; Mrs.
the group adjourned to the
and
Miss Jean Forsee of Murray, Joyce Cannon, sentinel: Mrs.
basement for refreshments
Evening circles of the WSCS of
Fran Osmus,publicity chairman.
Aerved by Mrs. Groover Parker the First Unite Methodist Church sister of the groom.
nod Mrs. Ohs Beach.
will meet as follows: Ruth Wilson Their gowns were of aqua blue The aims of the Loyal Order
chiffon accented with daisy trim Women of the Moose are to bring
; Fifteen members and one will have a picnic; Wesleyan
at
;visitor, Mrs. J. P. Wrather of the home of Dr. Alice Koenecke, which held the chiffon train. They together in closer fraternal
'Amarillo, Texas, were present. 1701 Hamilton, at 7:30 p.m.; each carried a cluster of car- relationship the members of the
Hannah will meet at the City nations tied in blue with blue Loyal Order of Moose, their
wives, mothers, sisters, and
Park for a picnic at 6:30 D.M. streamers tied in love knots.
Joe Forsee, brother of the daughters that they may more
Ladies of the Calloway County groom, served as best roan. successfully carry on the
Country Club will have its lun- Groomsmen were Fred Swann of charitable activities of the order
tieon at noon. Hostesses are Murray and Jerry Morris of and instill in the hearts of
and
womenkind
Mesdames Edd Glover, Buist Louisville, the latter a brother of mankind
the bride, who also served as throughout the world, philanScott, J. D. Murphy, Howard
ushers. The men were attired in thropic ideas and purposes; to
Miss Ruth Ann Barrow, July Koenen, Ron Christopher, Jackie tuxedoes which had white coats emulate and advance throughout
Poole,
Pet
Waldrop,
George
16th bride-elect of Wally Taylor,
with black lapels, and blue shirts the world the virtues of faith,
;was honored with a tea on Shaw, Holmes Ellis, and Frank with ruffled cuffs and front.
hope, and charity as based upon
$aturday,July 10, at the home of Fitch.
Mrs. Morris, mother of the the broad principle of the comDarnell.
3dis. Ralph D.
bride, chose for her daughter's mon brotherhood of man; to
The gracious hostesses for the
wedding a jacket and dress en- teach and advance morality,
were
event
Pre-nuptial
semble of soft yellow linen and virtue, gentleness, kindness, and
Mesdames Ralph D. Darnell,
lace embroidery trim. She wore a unselfishness; and to oppose and
Morris,
ladt Wicker, Gaylon H.
corsage of yellow carnations.
assist in eradication any
Thursday, July 15
Doyce Morris, Charles Morris,
The groom's mother, Mrs. rudeness, harshness, vulgarity,
Temple Hill Chapter nio. 511
and Odie Morris.
Forst*, wore a pink silk shantung or any deportment that is not in
Miss Barrow chose to wear an Order of the Eastern Star will dress with a coat of pink lace. harmony with the conduct of
meet
at
the
Masonic
Hal]
at 7:30 Pink carnations were
aqua double-knit dress. She was
used for right thinking and living, acpresented a corsage of yellow p.m.
cording to an auxiliary
her corsage.
gladioli and tiny mums.
The Dorcas Sunday School Mrs. William H. Morris of spokesman.
was
The dining table, which
Class of the First Baptist Church Louisville, paternal grandmother Mrs. Boy urges all members to
used for refreshments of party will have a luncheon at the of the bride, was attired in a attend the regular meetings
cakes, punch, nuts and mints, Colonial House Smorgasbord at dress of aqua blue and a corsage which are held on the first and
was covered with a gold damask 12:30 p.m
third Thursdays of each month
of white carnation,s.
th and decorated with an
Reception
arrangement of multicolored
Wednesday, July II
Immediately following the
gladioli and tiny. yellow MUMS. The Oaks Country Club will ceremony, the bride's parents
Two yellow tapers were used with have its ladiomjaxitptional golf were hosts for the reception held
the crystal appointments.
tournament Entries including in the fellowship hall of the
Murray, Ky.
The lovely gifts were displayed the six dollar fee for the noon church.
for the guests to view. Twenty- luncheon should be made with The bride's table was overlaid Huel West of Murray has been
three persons called or sent gifts Saundra Edwards, phone 489- with white satin. The center of dismissed
from
Lourde,
between the hours of two to four 2643, or by mail to Route 2, Box the table featured the five tiered Hospital, Paducah.
a'clock in the afternoon
162. Murray, Ky.

Miss Nancy Roberts
Honoree, Luncheon
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In Crafts Show
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Mrs. Gloria Boy Is
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Use Our
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Anyone Can

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 34 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 24 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE (3) verses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 24
weeks program,until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

-For it
not ye Mat speak. but
he spirit of your father which
SP•skilth in you."
Found between Matthew 11 and
11

"Therefore It any man be In
Christ, tie is • new creature,"
Found between II Car Minions 3
and 5

'3"1-Ak HOUSE

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Highway 6414
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs--Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T-Bone Steak

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1662

The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address-

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

100 South 131h Strett
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way".

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 421)71
"Sutter little children. and
forbid them not, to come unto
me, for such is the kingdom of
Heaven,"
Found between Matthew 18 and
20.

"And when they had prayed,
the place was shaken where
assembled
they
Were
together."
Found between Acts 1 and 5.
•

"If any man have ears to heir,
let him. hear "
Found between Mark 7 and I

"This is my commandment,
that ye love one another, as
hive loved you."
Found between John 12 and 16

-For wha/ shall it profit a man,
,t he shall gain Me whole'world,
and lose his own DOW?"
Found betwaan Mark IP and 10.

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
7S3-2900
19 years service experience

MURRAY BRANCH

"This is My body which is
given for you; this 00 in
remembrance of Me."
Found between Luke 71 and 23

"He that cornett% Me before
men shall be denied before the
angels of God."
Found between Luke 12 and 14

"He shall reward every man
according to his works."
Found between Matthew 16 and
le.

"WalCri therefOre, fOr ye know
neither the day nOr The hour
Wherein the Son of man
cornett,"
Found between Matthew 24 and
26

Metal—Woodcraft, Metal
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

Darnall Marine
Sales & Service

Federal Savings & Loan

Highway 94
753-3734 or 753-5493

"For I am not come to call the
righteous, but sinners to
repentance."
Found between Methane 7 and

304 E

"FOr now we live, if ye stand
fast In the Lord."
Found between I Thessalonians
2 and 4.

I

"Render therefor, unto Caesar
the things which be Caesar's
and untO God Tr* things wnich
be God's."
Found between Luke 18 and 11.

Main St

"It is good that • man should
h011Ie and quietly wait for int
Salvation of the Lord."
Found between Lamentations 2
and 4
•

"My house shall be called the
house of Prayer "
Found between Matthew 70 and

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER
Singer Sewing Machines

Fresn Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Hain.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties
You may receive your
Award at Main Office

"0 thou that heerest prayer,
unto mee shell all flesh co.,,.:
Found between Psalms 43 one
65

713 S 4th St.
Murray, Ky
Phone 753 6800

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
Eight year pro-rated picture
tube warranty
Curtis-Mathis
Home Appliances—TV, Tape
player & Acc., car stereo

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

"i nave blotted out, as a M.o.,
cloud, thy sins."
Found between Ise ish 43 and 45

"in His Love and in His Pity He
redeemed them "
Found between lavish 61 and
63

"LIMO thee,0 Lord, do I iitt up
my soul"
Found between Psalms 23 and
26.

-Then hem God also to the
Gentiles granted repentance
unto ON."
Found wimps*, Acts 10 and 12.

"For we are His workmanship,
credited in Christ Jellall unto
good works."
Found between Ephaslare

"Into thine hand I commit My
spirit they halt redeemed me,
God of truth."
Found between Psalms 30 and

o Lord

Hot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture
18 Lanes
Mike Stranak Mgr
8 00 11 00 Daily
12 30 11 00 Sunday

-Gracious is the Lord, ono
rightous, yea, our God is
merciful."
Fnuncl between Psalms 115 and

'Co.' where your treasure IS,
there will your heart be also."
Found between Mathew 5 and

2 mi. on 4.41 N
Phone 757-4566
Open 8:00-530
6 Days a Week

"But as tor me I will walk in
mine integrity, redeem me,
and be merciful unto mt."
Found between P6airml 25 and

1407 Main - 753-4652
8 00 p.m.
Open 700 a m
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

Chestnut St. — 753-2571
Your Zenith
'sealer
for 16 Years

Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office

"Sot your affection on things
above, not on things on eerth "
Found between Collossians 2
arid 4

"Hear,0 Lord, when I cry with
my voice, have mercy also
"
upon me, and answer
Found between Psalms 26 and

"Continue in prayer, and watch
with
same
the
In
thanitSgly Ind "
Found behireen Collosslans 3
and

"For I know Mat my Redeemer
liveth, and that He shall stand
at the latter day upon the
earth."
Found between Job 18 and 20

•
Home of Colony Paints

-4101
14
NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. 5 miles
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-6

Evinrude—Glastron
Tidecraft
PolarKraft—Starcraft—
Campers
Complete Service Shop
Murra+,
71$ South 4th
Sedans Wagons Pick ups
Sport Car;
4r,

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.
Concord Road
753 5712

Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy 121 South
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ERRORS TRACKED DOWN

Phone book printing
takes sweat and tears
By FRANK MACOPABER
Copley News Service

She's been there
and won't go again
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: May I use your column to offer some
advice:
Girls, never accompany your husband to his class
reunion unless you went to the same school and know some
of the same people. I just returned from attending my
husband's 25th high school reunion and I've never had a
lousier time. Ralph was [and still is] a handsome fellow, and
he was popular in high school, ,so when we walked in
everyone fell on his neck. He introduced me around and I
never saw him again until it was time to go home. I didn't
know a soul, so while Ralph was laughing and talking with
his old school chums I sat alone in a corner like a bump on a
log, bored to tears. Everyone was showing pictures of their
. children and grandchildren and talking about "old times."
I'm not faulting Ralph. I know he hadn't seen these
people for 25 years and they had a lot of catching up to do, so
I couldn't expect him to see that I was entertained.
So, girls, stay home and let your husbands go to their
class reunions alone, unless you enjoy sitting in a corner,
BEEN THERE
talking to yourselves.
DEAR BEEN: Your letter makes a lot of sense. But
some wives would rather go and sit like bumps on a log than
send their husbands to such affairs alone.
DEAR ABBY: I am 82 years young and I live in a rest
home for ladies. I was in "show biz" most of my life and I
love a good laughjusd have gotten many from your column
which I read faithfully every day. I would like to share
something with you land your readers] if you want to use
this:
Last evening at dinner, a lady who is 86 said to me, "I
had a priest visit me today and he told me that the Catholic
faith did not require confession anymore."
I replied, "I know why. They're all writing to Dear
God bless you and keep you well
LILLIAN IN WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
DEAR LILLIAN: And God bless you, too. Your letter
made my day!
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter from "Mule's Wife," who
said her husband refused to wear a tuxedo to their son's
wedding, but if you, Dear Abby, would say the word, he'd
rent one and wear it. [You said the word, so I assume he
wore one.]
Well, last week my granddaughter was married at a
formal wedding. Everyone in the wedding party wore
tuxedos-except the groom's father. He wore a dark business
suit. Nobody cared, and few even noticed it All eyes were on
the bride and groom.
Isn't is better for the father of the groom to feel
comfortable in a business suit than to put on a tux and feel
like a monkey?
"Mule's Wife" shouldn't let a little thing like that upset
her. She should thank God she still has her "mule." Mine
...passed away 12 years ago, and the tears I shed at my
f.granddaughter's wedding were because my "mule" couldn't
:be with me to witness his only granddaughter's wedding.
GRANDMA NOVAK
co:
DEAR GRANDMA: I agree with you, but if I hadn't slid
the word," the other "mule" wouldn't have worn a tuxedo
'et* his ma's wedding. which probably would have spoiled the
.occasion ter his wile. I try to prevent trouble, when possible.
CONF1DEN'TIAL TO "CAN'T LOBE WEIGHT": Heed
t' hese magic words of Danny Kaye: "Eat only to satisfy year
;4tuager-not year appetite."
re

Next time you leaf through
your telephone directory,
remember this: no blood but a
lot of sweat and probably some
tears went into cutting it
together.
There likely are some errors
En the book, wherever you live,
but the chances are you won't
run across one unless you
constantly use the directory.
In the Southern California
region, for example, Pacific
Telephone has an accuracy
batting average of 99.8 per
cent. That's based on about
13,500 errors in all the 66
directories published by
Pacific Telephone in Southern
California. They contained
more than 6.9 million separate
listings in the white and yellow
pages.
A pretty fat average when
you consider the minium of
names, initials, addresses,
phone numbers and texts
published in all those books.
Robert E. Hart agrees. He is
general director-manager for

Student loses
move to collect!
$345 from Pope
OAKLAND, CAL.
(UPI): A University of
California law student
has lost -his attempt to
collect a,judgment from
Paul VI after a
j:S;
P
ruled the student
had not properly served
the Vatican with a legal
writ.
William Sheffield, 31,
took action against the
Roman Catholic Chiirch
after failing to receive a
St. Bernard dog he
claims to have purchased from Swiss
monks three years ago.
Earlier this month, Sheffield obtained a writ to
attach "collections taken -7
up for the Pope."
Yesterday, Superior
Court Judge John S.
Cooper overruled the default judgment of $343
obtained by Sheffield_
Cooper said the student
has not properly served
the Vatican by getting a
legal process against the
archbishop of San Francisco as a representative
of the church. Cooper
said the previous writ ,
still 'bolds, but Sheffield
cannot get the money
until a higher court
takes action.

WORTH REPEATING
The trouble with moat of us is
that we would rather be ruined
by praise than saved by criticism.

David Ford Productions Presents . ..

The PORTER WAGONER
SHOW

11
KAINTUCK TERRITORY
FRIDAY, JULY 16th — 8:00 P.M.
Advance Tickets '2, '3 & 14 at Scott Drugs on Chestnut, and
Chuck's Music Center—At The Gate '2.50, '3.50 & '4.50
Children under 12, '1.00; Children Under 6, FREE
IN CASE OF RAIN: North Marshall High School
Mail Order Tickets: Make Money Order payable to:
David Ford Productions,
P. 0. Box 40156,
Nashville, Tennessee
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the Southern California region
and cut his teeth,so to speak, in
one phase or another of the
telephone business.
Hart concedes that tracking
clown and correcting errors is a
worrisome thing. Bobbles in
either the white or yellow pages
of the phone book trigger
complaints and demands for
corrections. Consequently an
entire staff is devoted to
playing phone book "detective." Its trained members
track
constantly
down
mistakes in names, numbers,
addresses and texts. Their role
Es one of the most vital in the
business of publishing a
telephone directory, Hart says.
"That goefi for phone books
all over the nation," he points
out. "Telephone subsaibers
insist upon accuracy, and
that's their right. Mistakes in
either the white or yellow
pages, or both, can affect their
private lives, their businesses,
even their reputations under
some circumstances.
"Consequently, our staff
continually
checks
and
rechecks for errors and
discovers thousands even
before they are reported by
subscribers or aren't reported
at all."
Telephone subscribers are
especially meticulous about the
"style" in which their names
are published. They complain,
for example, Hart says, if they
had requested initials and their
given names are listed instead.
"Usually this complaint
stems from the fact that the
name of a subscriber known by
his or her initials to friends and
business associates might not
be recognized if the given name
were used," he explains.
In other words Peter M.
Bates might be a popular
fellow, whereas nobody would
know P.M. or P. Michael
Bates.
Whether the errors are
caught by subscribers or the
phone company staff, reimbursement usually is swift. It is
based on the amount of in-

convenience or financial loss to
the subscriber.
Smety-nine per cent of the
tune the reimbursement is
agreed to after negotiations
with, our staff people," Hart
If agreement isn't
sass
. ible, any legal problems
poss
are handed to our attorneys."
surneumes, he recalls, legal
repercussions arise out of the
e0
phone company's re=
accept listings. For
pending in the California State
Supreme Coirt is the challenge
of the company's refusal to list
the narne of a so-Milled "gay
liberation" group under
fraternal organizations.
Challenges also have come
from groups or individuals
asking for listings containing
obscene material or text "in
poor taste," Hart says.
-Most telephone exchanges
will accept nudist colony
listings, but no photos to accompany them, for example,"
he points out.
To avoid errors or out-of-date
information, telephone
directories constantly are
being updated, as corrections,
new listings, changes in addresses or phone numbers flow
into company business offices.
If you should move from one
city to another," Hart says,
-the office in the city you are
leaving will see to it that a new
listing is forwarded to your new
residence area, if you can
provide the address."
Like so many other
processes, the task of
telephone
a
publishing
directory has been streamlined
in most places through the use
of tapes, computers and a
photon (photographic)
machine which speeds the work
and eliminates typesetting.
-The tapes containing
names, addresses, phone
numbers and text constantly
are being amended for the book
of the future," Hart says. "In
large cities, hundreds of new or
revised listings are received
daily. In fact, the entire book is
reprinted twice a month to keep
information records up to date.
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Irish lake area
draws few tourists
the castle, has a picturesque
turrented water gate of the 17th
Century
One useful tip for tourists is
to take a cruise to Devenish
Island, on the lower lough, to
visit a fine round tower,
probably built in the 9th or 10th
Century, when raids by Norsemen were at their height.
The area is a paradise for the
angler Apart from the Erne
lakes, there are Upper and
Lower Laugh
MacNean,
described by angling experts as
the finest coarse fishing Waters
in Europe. Lough Melvin, in the
southwest, has good salmon
and trout, and here also you
find that curious but eminently

By GORDON IRVING
Copley News Service
ENNISKILLEN, Northern
Ireland - Few tourists in
Europe know about the lovely
lake district of Northern
Ireland, an area where land
and water intermingle and
where you are never quite sure
whether a wooded shore is
really an island.
You find it by driving to the
far southwest of Ulster and the
County of Fermanagh
Fermanagh is Ulster's
Lakeland, and the wonder is
that no Irish bard has yet
composed a song in tribute to a
peaceful land, a place to escape
from heavy traffic, grueling
business and oppressive cities.
County Fermanagh is the
most westerly of the six
counties of Northern Ireland.
Geographically it is an inland
county, but its border reaches
to within four miles of the sea.
The dominating lakes are
Upper and Lower Laugh Erne,
which divide the county in two.
On this fine waterway there are
countless picturesque and
historic islands - the local
residents claim there is one
island for each day of the year.
Some have interesting early
Christian ruins, and many are
still covered with virgin
woodland where wildlife
abounds.
This area is very much a
borderland between Northern
and Southern Eire, and you
come on international frontier
posts at quiet little places like
the villages of Belleek and
Belcoo
A trip around Lough Erne
runs to a total of 57 miles, and is
rated one of the finest drives in
Ireland
Enniskillen is right in the
heart of this Irish lakes area. It
is an historic county town and
is graced by the tall spire of its
17th Century cathedral.
The town gave its name to
two famous regiments of the
British army, the Inniskilling
Dragoons and the Royal Inni.skilling Fusiliers. 'The old
barracks, incorporating part of

edible fighting trout - the
Gillaroo.
The villagers of Belleek, at
the far western tip of Lough
Erne, are renowned for their
local manufacture of white
luster porcelain.
Caves, potholes and subterranean rivers abound in the
limestone hills within a few
miles of Enniskillen, and
writings of great antiquity are
inscribed on the walls of the socalled "lettered cave" on
Knockmore Mountain.
Fermanagh's ancient
monuments include intriguing
carved stone figures on White
Island, probably dating back to
the 8th Century. Two valuable
properties, Castlecoole and
Florence Court, are elegant
18th Century mansions on the
grand scale, full of rare furpaintings
and
nishings,
decorative work.
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Sgt. Joseph Wambaugh
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Meet Los Angeles' Wealthiest Policeman
MCNARD YRUSO
Central Press Association
Corresposseleve t
LOS ANGELES - Joseph
Wambaugh describes himself as
-a cop who is a writer, not a
writer who is a cop." But no
matter how he is described,
there is no argument that warnbaugh is Los Angeles wealthiest policeman.
Early this year, Wambaugh
wrote a novel called "The New
Centurions," an account of
three rookie policemen and how
they react to the pressures and
pleasures of police life. As a
Los Angeles policeman for over
a decade, Wambaugh, knew as
well as anyone what the book
should include.
The reaction to the book has
been varied. The police brass
have sharply criticized it. The
public has bought it up as fast
as the cash registers can ring.
And Columbia Pictures has
purchased the film rights at a
price guaranteed to cushion
Wambaugh's bankbook for life.
• • •
THE STUDIO awarded the policeman-author $90,000 for the
movie rights, plus a bonus of
$1,250 for every week the book
stays on the best-seller list It
has already been on thl list for
several months).
The film company is also giving Wambaugh 75 cents for
every hardcover sold. Add to
that $38,000 from the Book-ofthe-Month, Club, $155,000'from
Dell for -piaperback rights, plus
the normal book sale royalties,
and you have enough to keep
an accountant busy around the
clock.
Why has Wambaugh's hook
been mkeneccessful? "The char
acters lib this book are diffPrent
from what some people might
expect," explains the 34- V, r old Wambaugh, a sergeant noa
assigned to the East Los Angeles community. "We're sr4.Ing
cops as they really are, rather
than the cookie-cutter image
you get on 901110 tele\
shows."
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• Murray-Calloway
•
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County Fair
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County Jaycees
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•
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Joseph Ifleadbao.14-44 cep First, a white second.
job, and to a certain degree a devised by certain police adhazardous one, too. But until ministrators," says Wambaugh.
recently, we never really had to **They were upset-that the cops
worry about wholesale hostility. in my book are at times guilty
We didn't have groups of peo- of brutality, lying and drinking.
ple saying, 'You are a pig and I But that's only a small part of
personalitle3. In other
hate you.' We didn't have snip- their
ing. bombing and rioting against words, the cops do all the
paranoia things that human beings do.
the police. I think
could be added to the list of "I think readers of my book
policemen's diseases."
might even feel a little better
Things have calmed_ down knowing that cop3 are human
somewhat at 1..O3 Angeles police beings that they can relate to."
headquarters sinca the furor afAs if to codnteract the erg• • •
ter -The New Centurions" was icism from police brass, the Los
WAMBAUGH does not think published. Police Chief Edward
policemen are either Serhli Davis was upset with the book's Angeles City Council has had
but praise for Warnor subhuman.
man
contents, and he asked the pub- nothing
baugh. He received a Citation
they do all the things evrt
lisher to delete certain portions of Commendation from the city
else does. They laugh and they of the novel with no succe.is. leaders only a few days after
• • •
cry; they love and they
the, official police department
they are heroes and they
WAHBAUGH wax subse- admonition.
cowards; they make love, and quently charged with violating
And if the City Council's
they drink. In short, they
police regulation by failing
human.
to obtain "permission to pub- praise is not enough to soothe
iugher to it,. t, lish." The infraction could have all of Wambaugh's wounds, he
"I think
cop now than ht any tilt.,
cost Wambaugh his Job, but the should heed some of his own
history." says Wambaugh
police department handed him advice. "If you want people to
love you," he says. "you better
has an engaging smile
a stiff admonition,
short, Ile-down haircut
"I was surprised at the de- go be a fireman or a schoolhave always had a denthrttitt,, gree -t4: which my bo:rit was teacher, not ft °l."C

TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1971
10:00 A.M. -- Jersey Cattle Shows
7:00 P.M. - Battle of Bands
Teenage N ight
WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 19,/.1...
10:00 A.M. - Holstein -Friesian Cattle'Shows
8:00 P.M. - WKHA Horse Show
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Puerto
Mexi.
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Copley Ne
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A Chat With Susannah York

Puerto Vallarta keeps
Mexican atmosphere
By GUY RYAN
Copley News Service
PUERTO VALLARTA —
Before the Burtons, Richard
and Liz, came down here a few
years ago for filrriing of "Night
of the Iguana," this was just
anothe,r remote fishing village
in a picture-book setting on
Mexico's Pacific Coast.
And look what they did for it
— or to it.
Today, it's a town of some
30,000 people, a household word
among the jet setters, a resort
area of high-rise luxury hotels
(by
local
standards),
fashionable restaurants, swank
apartments, showplace homes
throngs of tourists
and
besieged by hawkers on its
beaches.
But the old Puerto Vallarta
didn't just roll over and play
dead. At least, not yet.
There are still evidences of
the "unspoiled" Mexico left
amidst the encroachment of
progress — the cobblestoned
streets, natives who don't
speak English, the Cuale River
where housewives still do the
family wash by beating clothes
on the rocks in the river, an
occasional donkey-drawn cart
rattling along the rough
streets, and the crowned
cathedral and the lighthouse on
the Malecon still serve as
reference points in negotiating
the traffic-cluttered streets in
the old town.
The atmosphere is still
strongly Mexican. Along the

Another Bundle From Britain Plays an American
By Anew ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — Another
English beauty is portraying a
Southern belle. She's Susannah
York And she follows the footsteps of several great London
lassies The most famous of all,
of course, was Vivien Leigh in
"Gone with the Wind" and "A
Streetcar Named Desire."

beaches you can still buy fish
on a stick, a freshly caught red
mapper skewered and grilled
over glowing coals right on the
beach; you can still watch or
play Burro Polo on some of the
beaches, you can still discover
authentic Mexican dishes in
some of the restaurants ( and
horrible imitations in scene of
the newer ones).
You can still haggle over
prices in the scores of shops
where authentic native articles
are made and sold. You are still
leery about drinking the water.
And you can still fall victim to
the "turista," even in some of
the "approved" hotels and
restaurants.
The subtropic sun tempered
by cooling sea breezes is the
same as it was long before the
Buttons came. The warm
-waters of the Pacific still wash
the broad sandy beaches
around the 20-mile curve of
Bahia de Banderas. And it's
still possible to find an idyllic
secluded beach of glistening
white sand laced by the incredibly blue waters.
The Burton's don't live here
any more, and the iguanas
have all but disappeared, but
the boom triggered by the
movie continues its inexorable
march to the south, to the
north, up the wooded slopes of
the mountain rising some 2,000
tangled feet behind the town,
and down to the water's edge.

Merit System
Improvement
Meet Scheduled
Ky.—The
FRANKFORT,
Employees'
Kentucky Career
Assn.(KCEA) will hold another
of its continuing series of Merit
System Improvement Seminars
Thursday, July 15, at 7:00 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn in Frankfort.
The seminars have been
scheduled throughout the state
for Kentucky political leaders to
before government
appear
employees in an effort to express
their views on the subject of
protecting the Malltilystern and
personnel
improving
management policies.
H. D. Bowen, executive
director of the KCEA said personnel system improvements not
only permit the recruitment and
retention of well-qualified employees but also will increase taxsaving efficiency and employe

The tourists are coming in
by
—
numbers
growing
jetliner, on luxury cruise ships
like the SS Statendam which
brought some 625 of us for a
day-long stop on its Caribbean
cruise, aboard private yachts,
by auto, van and trailer. Hotels
like the Posado Vallarta,
Camino Real, the Delfin, Garza
Blanca, new on the scene, have
the welcome mat out, offering
comforts
creature
the
demanded by the globetrotters.
Nightlife is pretty basic yet.
Few of the "refinements" you
will find in Acapulco. There's a
Mexican fiesta on Saturday
nights at the Posado Vallarta,
mariachi music and Mexican
entertainment at some of the
other places — accompanied by
diorge — and a
discotheque oir two.

,ger

But if you're more interested
in getting a sun tan than a
nightclub pallor, you're in
business. Rent a jeep and go
exploring, ride horseback in
the jungle overlooking the
town, try surf casting or deepsea fishing for marlin or
sailttsh; go water skiing,
moral.
sailing,swimming,skin diving,
Legislation is presently being snorkeling, or go hunting for
drafted to reduce the excessive deer, wild boar, ducks, doves
personnel turnover of providing and wild pigeons.
more competitive conditions in
Or just sit out on the sunny
the area of both salaries and beach and watch the bikinis go

In preparing for her role as
''Penelope Ryan" in "Happy
Birthday Wanda June." Miss
York spent days in the projection room watching Miss Leigh's
pictures to listen how the Late,
great actress handled the dialect.
But- holding a conversation
with Susannah on the set, when
the camera's aren't grinding, is
a different experience, believe
Robson.
Susannah York discusses script with director Mara
me. She speaks with a marked
English accent, ending about
Mark Robson noted my
half her sentences with the deliberately appear in a picture Director
- curiosity and told her to show
word "actually," as in, "I liked with Elizabeth Taylor—actual
to me. She was reluctant,
him, actually." Or, "We went ly. I mean, it ought to be them
but finally
around the corner, actually," against the law or something then embarrassed,
for one woman to have that did so.
etc., etc.
The formerly-neat, precise
much beauty combined with
• • •
that much talent. She's a very script lines were almost illegLIKE most native Britishers,
fine actress, actually—an awful ible because of the heavy notaSusannah speaks quite rapidly
lot better than most people give tions, marks, heiroglyphica she
and also Italian-like, uses her
her credit for," iHollywood had added. There were all sorts
hands and arms as expressive
Oscar's her for her talents. Su- of signs, codes to help her learn
punctuation marks to what she
sannah, so we give her credit. and deliver the lines.
is saying. Her husband, director*
•
•
• • •
writer Michael Wella, says "It's
AMONG other "courageous"
SUSANNAH claims she is forlike talking to a Sicilian bandit
experiences for Susannah was
who graduated from Eton?"
the making of "Jane Eyre" with
have
Michael
Susannah and
George C. Scott. "It would be
—
London
in
an apartment
redundant for me to say he is
smiled.
she
it,"
in
-When we're
a fine actor, but I must say he
And she recently spent several suurprised me.
making
while
it
months in
"Over the years, I've read
Y, 2" with Elizabeth Tay- about .Scott and I guess I exCaine.
Michael
lor and
pected a kind of fire-and-brim"Some people say I have no stone man. He isn't like that a
courage," she laughed. "But I all. He's very quiet and terribly
think it requires something be- reserved. I should think one
yond the call of duty for me to must describe him as a 'loner'

I

Phone 753-127Z
*
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had

REIGN SOAKED—Queen Elizabeth looks a bit ruffled in
Edinburgh, Scotland, after being caught in a drenching
downpour. She was there for installation of two Knights
of the Thistle, and tile procession got wet.

Renault tries to grab
a corner on U.S. market
By JEFF CUING
Copley News Service
The Renault 12, which has
been selling like crepe suzettes
in Europe for the last two
years, is now on sale in the
United States es the French
manufacturer tries to grab onto
a corner of the blossoming and
lucrative import market.
Renalt's 12 is aimed squarely
at the American subcompacts.
It comes either as a four-door
sedan or a four-door station
wagon. And it has a variety of
features that make it an attractive alternative.

i,s generous in the sedan, and in
the wagon if you want more
room all you have to do is fold
the rear seat forward and
presto, you have 58 cubic feet
you can fill with anything from
stuffed elephants to kids.
The wagon has a one-piece
tailgate hinged at the top.
The styling of the new
Renault is strikingly similar to
the Swedish Saab. Gone are the
boxy lines of the old Renault 10.
The sedan design is best described as "semifastback" and
has the long hood and sculptured 'side panel treatment so
popular these days.

While acceleration is not
neck snapping, handling is precise, thanks to the 60 per cent
weight distribution on the front
wheels. Driving the 12 is fun,
particularly with the standard
four-speed transmission. Although an automatic box is offered, the car is much more fun
— and responsive — with the
stick shift.
The Renault 12 faces tough
competition. New imports are
coming to the United States
every day it seems to do battle
with the tikes of Pinto. Vega
and Gremlin. The chances are
better than ever for Renault
to win customers here with the
12.
With an improved,dealer iind
service network, and a ncw
sports car in the works for introduction here later on.
Renault may well attract a
whole new breed of customers,
something the company has
been trying to do since the first
rear view mirror. The package
Renault Dauphine was brought
is standard on the wagon.
to America in the 1950s
Considering its relatively
short wheelbase of 96 inches,
*
*
the Renault 12 is exceptionally
roomy. In both the wagon and
the sedan, there is plenty of
Q. I've been car crazy as long
room for four adults. The trunk
as I can remember. Now that I
am getting out of high school,
I'm trying to decide what I
want to do for the rest of my
life. I'm not interested in college since my first passion is
auto building and racing. Is it
as tough as they say to get into
professional racing? And what

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

Reg. Box

9

11.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekieket.
.12th

Sycamore

"It's not forgetfulness," apologizer Robson for her. -It's just
that she thinks in a slightly
canted way. No one is forgetful
who learns and remembers and
deniers lines the way she does."
To a degree, the blond bundle
from Britain agrees with the
veteran director. "I don't know,"
she says, "I've always found It
unnecessary, for instance, to remember facts I can look up in
the encyclopedia, actually."
Suaannah had no trouble giving the right lines in the right
way in her 10 major films
starting with "Tunes of Glory"
and including "Tom Jones," "A
Man for All Seasons" and the
Jean Harlow-like role which
won her an Oscar for "They
Shoot Horses. Don't they."

Phone 753-7101

about test driving for the auto
manufacturers? — J.M., New
York
A. As it is now, race courses
are getting as crowded as freeways, but if you are good, you
can make it to the top of the
heap. If you're seriously thinking of racing, be prepared to
start at the Friday night jalopy
races and work your way up
from there,

of exotic machinery.
*

*

*

Q. Are those engine additives
they sell at parts houses and
gas stations any good? I've
never used any additives except for a water purnil lubricant in an old thevyl once
owned. But judging from what
is available you just about
make your car run like new
with engine sealers, transmission sealers, valve lubricants,
etc. What's the scoop? — RH,,

••

.
+1

"He's the most intense actor
I've ever worked with. There's
no social chit-chat on the set
with Rod," revealed Susannah,
"He plays my husband in 'Wanda June' and really, sometimes
when he gets through with a
scene when he's browbeating
me- I almost believe we are
married. It's scary. But he's a
very great actor, actually!"
• • •
ROD is meeting his match
with an "intense" performer, I
can testify. When I saw Susannah on the set she was carrying four notebooks filled with
the "Wanda June" script—which
ordinarily fits into one holder.

A. Let me put it this way: if
your engine is burning oil, it
will continue to burn oil until it
is torn down and repaired. If

your transmission is leaking,
an additive will usually just delay an eventual repair. There is

er41
11V4

(

•lig

hi the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
Bosch Florida's year-mad resort
• King size heated swimming pool, oceanside
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, healed. Telephones
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game room
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
Courses
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
fishing

DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
Writs today for free brochure mad rates:

BEACH MOTEL
422 NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept__
nem: •
101164235-31101

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

5easyentrances.

no such thing as a mechanic in
a can, but if you feel that an
additive could be beneficial, go
ahead and use it; it probably
won't do your engine any harm.
And it's your nickel, not mine.
*

*

*

If you have a questions about
your car, motorcycle or recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Coptey News Service, P.O. Box 190, San Diego,
Calif. 92112.
DRUG ABUSE REVERSED
SAN DIEGO, Calif. ( UPI
Action dy the Nixon administration has reversed the upward
trend in drug abuse for the first
time in more than a decade,
says Herb Klein, presidential
communications director.
"The year 1971 will mark the
turning point Lathe war against
drug abuse," Klein told a group
of news executives Saturday. "I
say this without qualification."
He said the war against
narcotics was far from won,
"but we now have the means to

DATSUN WAGON — For a little more you can drive off with a
Datsun Wagon (and get an extra door that leads to a six foot
load area in the rear).
DATSUN 510 4-Door Sedan'

DATSUN 12000 4-Door Sedan

win it."

240-Z

Laser beam used
in memory computer
A

revolution

in

computer

technology is expected to follow
the construction of a model,
using laser light, developed by
RCA Corp. engineers and being
built under a contract for the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
In the computer system, a
laser beam is used to record information, which is stored on a
special film. On being flashed
through the film later, a laser
beam reproduces the informaYou can't start your first
tion.
race at Darlington or Indianap-

olis or LeMans. As for test driving,99 per cent of that is as dull
as driving down the freeway.
Very few drivers are involved
in the high-performance testing

BEACH MOTEL

and frankly, I understand that
kind of feeling, actually."
And, speaking of another
courageous act, we must note
her current co-star in "Wanda
June," Rod Steiger, also no
slouch when it comes to being
the boss on a set.

MOTORWAYS

SPECIAL i 1lo.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only/

99c

getful. And to prove it, gives
this evidence: during the shooting of the film at Columbia, she
had twice forgotten where her
hotel was and lose-tier way to
the Emmy Awarcla•beld at the
Palladium a block away from
the Columbia studio. She left
her purse containing travelers'
checks and her passport in a
booth at the Brown Derby, forgot which airline her husband
was coming in on when he came
from England to visit her and
she arrived at director Robson's
house for a party- a day ahead
of time.

°tiro:Invited to Vie

The Renault engine is rated
at 73 horsepower and is a 95.5
cubic-inch, four-cylinder unit.
Top speed is reputed to be 91
miles an hour; mileage is
around 27 miles per gallon. The
fringe benefits.
by •
powerplant is coupled to a
General Assembly and other
that
assembly
transaxle
state leaders, expected to attend ACTOR FREED ON BOND
mounts directly over the front
(UP!)—
Calif.
CITY,
have
STUDIO
meeting,
the Frankfort
wheels. The entire weight of the
stated their unequivocal support Keefe Brasselle was free on unit is a scant 303 pounds.
of the position taken by the $2.500 bond today on charges of
The 12 has many features
assault with intent to commit
KCEA.
found in the larger Renault 16,
a
from
stemming
murder
The problem areas, Bowen
like front disc brakes, rack and
said, on which constructive barroom brawl.
pinion steering, fully redining
a
47,
said
Brasselle,
Police
are
leaders
from
comments
bucket seats — said by some
best
the
le4Os
of
man
leading
pay
being encouraged, include
experts to be the most compractices, vacation policy, known for his starring role in fortable in the industry — and
retirement plan modifications, "The Eddie Cantor Story," flow-through ventilation.
cost of living pay adjustment, became involved in a quarrel at
Base price for the sedan is
sick leave policy, promotional the Wrightwood Inn Saturday.
The wagon lists for
$2,195.
Witnesses said Brasselle Shot
opportunities, hospitalization
$2,595. There is an optional
in
29,
the
B.
Crawford,
Richard
philosophy.
patronage
plans and
decor package for the sedan
All state government em- chest with a .32-caliber automa- that goes for $139 with such
ployees and other interested tic revolver. Crawford was in items as custom wheels, carKentucky citizens are urged to satisfactory condition at Valley peting,
trim,
decorative
Doctors Hospital,
bumper overriders, a day-night
attend.

WALLIS DRUG
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AUTO COUNT UP
There were 11 million cars
registered in Britain in 1969,
compared to only five million in
1959.

DATSUN PICKUP

DATSUN
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings Till 8:00 *
So. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

•
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Graves County Schools
Will Open On Aug. 30
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 12 The 1971-72 calendar for county
schools has been approved by
file Graves County Board of
tducation and includes 177
'school days, four holidays and
our professional (teacher)
.itneeting days.
'r. County Supt. James B. Deannounced today that the
ounty schools will open on Aug.
and close next May 26.
o
s August 30-31 have been designated as professional meeting
says (in service), and students
not report for classes until
ednesday, Sept. 1, Deweese

New Facility Now Operating
For CalvertCity Company

holidays during the 1971-72
school year.
The schools will be closed
Nov. 25-26 for Thanksgiving,
and Dec. 24-Jan 2 for the Christmas-New Year's holiday. Spring
vacation is tentatively acheddied April 12-14.

ACROSS
1 Fastening for a
lid
5 Damp
8 Heavy
staff
12 Region
19 Exist
14 Three banded
armadillo
15 frightened
17 Fruit (pl )
19 Detested
20 By oneself
21 Slave
23 Stalk
24 Seed

=stainer
26
28
31
32
33

34
36
38
39

Winged
Lad
Paid notice
Time gone
by
Pronoun
Cheer
Strict
Place
Century

4 Peels
5 Small lump
6 Teutonic
deft
7 Afternoon

ants
8 Shade tree
9 Sill-assurance
10 City in
France
11 Gaelic
16 Girl's name
18 Top of heed
22 Puff up
23 Atmospheric
disturbance
24 Equality
25 Room in
harem
27 Mature
29 Be in debt
30 Still

W. W. Chumbler, Cuba; C. W.
Jones, Farmington; Jimmy
Wiggins, Fancy Farm; Charlie
Hamlin, Lowes: James Pickard,
Sedalia; Cecil Reid, Symsana;
and James Baker, Wingo.

54
55
56
57

35
36
37
38
40
42

Occur
Rail bird
Approech
Contend
Clem earth
Dress
protector
43 Hindu
omem

44 Unlock
46 Mental
image
47 Period of
fasting
49 Bass
50 Help
53 Exist

Flesh
Deep stem
A mcoth
Beg
Gratify
renege nets
Japanese
sash
Part of stove
Hostelries
Marry
Tidy
DOWN

1 Mixture
2 Aims box
3 °cowing a
chair

co

CONTRABAND PLAYS $1 MILLION TUNE-A U.S.
Treasury investigator examines
confiscated drugs and weapons after agents raided
the Slatington, Pa., home of Dr.
Stanley C. Montrom, an osteopath. Montrom
and his wife Blanche have been
charged with illegal trafficking in more than $1
million worth of drugs.

MOWN to Yesterday's Rant

0300 000(2 NOM
IMMO 00M0 000
00 ODOO MOO
GO W000 =02M
MOMO MOOD 000
OMOM3 M330 00
000M111 0000M0
UM UMW OMODO
V00 3000 OMOM
0000 ROOM 00
HOU 0030 OM
MOO MEMO mon
U00 0000 DOMO
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41
43
46
48
50
51
52

CALVERT CITY, Ky.-A new
multi-million dollar facility for
the production of AIRFLEX
vinyl-ethylene copolymer emulsions has begun operating at the
Calvert City plant complex of
Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc.
This major expansion doubles
the existing product capacity to
100 million pounds annually.
Eight or nine new employes
were added to the company's
work force.
AIRFLEX emulsion products
are formed by the copolymerization of vinyl monomers and
ethylene in aqueous solutions.
They have found wide acceptance in the coatings, adhesive
and paper industries, where they
are used in such applications as
paint vehicles, adhesive bases
and binders for pigmented paper and paperboard coatings.
AIRFLEX is the new name

Other Professional meeting
days include Oct. 8(FDEA) and
May 25.
Principals of use county
schools include.

The four holidays are Labor
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas
nd New Year's. However, since
Oiristmas and New Year's fall
on Saturday, Roosevelt's birthThe planet Jupiter's atmosday (Monday, Jan. 31) and phere is composed largely of
Washington's birthday (Monday, ammonia and methane.
'Ireb. 21) will be observed as

Crossword Puzzle

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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Three Are Renamed
WKRECC Directors
BARDWELL, Ky.-Some 1,500
members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative
braved sweltering heat to attend
the co-op's annual meeting Saturday on the campus of Carlisle
County High School.
0. S. Wall, Calloway County,
A. D. Willingham, Graves County, and Ralph Edrington, Carlisle County, were re-elected to
the board of directors Without
opposition.
At the conclusion of the membership meeting, the directors
met briefly and re-elected Jeffrey Howard, Graves County,
president; John Collie, Marshall
County, vice president; and Wall
secretary-treasurer. Other members of the board of directors include Robert Colley, Graves
County, Joe S. Ray, Graves
County, Coy Copeland, Marshall
County, and Hugh Gingles, Calloway County.
Wall, Willingham and Edrington wereyelected to three-year
terms.
John Edd Walker, general
manager of the cooperative
which serves Carlisle, Graves,
Marshall and Calloway counties,

served at noon, followed by a
short business session in the
afternoon. The program closed
with the awarding of door prizes.
The meeting was conducted
under a large tent on the Carlisle County High School campus.

for he emulsion products previously sold under the na me
AIRCOFLEX, a trademark of
Air Reduction Co. Inc. In January of this year, Alreo's chemicals and plastics business was
acquired by Air Products. The
new product name for the emulsion line now is effective.
The rapid completion of the
new facility is an indication of
the importance the company
,places on these versatile and
proprietary AIRFLEX emulsion
products, a company spokesman
said.
Situated adjacent to the existing production facility for these
products, the new plant is built

NEW YORK (UPI)-Soaps
and detergents have different
effects on the skin, says Dr.
Joseph Jerome, secretary of
the American Medical Association Committee on cutaneous
Health and Cosmetics.
Soaps are made from animal
and vegetable fats. Most synthetic detergents
are made
from petroleum derivatives and
range from extremely mild to
moderately irritating to the
skin. Most detergents on the
market today, intended for use
on the skin or hair, are said
to be equivalent in mildness
to soap.

SPECIAL!!

15. Demand deposits .1 individuala, partnerships, and corporations
16. Time and saving, deponts of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
17. Deposits of United States Government
IL Deposit. of States and political subdivisions
19. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions
20. Deposits of commercial banks
2. Certified and officers' &lido, etc.
2. TOTAL DEPOSITS
(a) Total demand deposits
(b) Total time and savings &podia
13. Federal funds purchased and securities sold ander egrosereoio to repurchase
24. Other liabilities for borrowed money
VS. Mortgage indebtedness
M. Acceptances executed by or foe amount of this bank endoutstanding
27. Other liabilities.
IS. TOTAL LIABILITIBI
...
19. MINORITY INTEREST IN CONSQLLDATED SUBSIDIARIES

$53500

Subsidiaries at the close of

.3 423
- 7 333

49.7
396

1
2
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63;
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36.314
9
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13
14

390
I2T
613
037
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2
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11016
100 322

1)4

Xi
111

15
18
17
18
19
20
21
22
(a)
(h)
22

24
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28
27
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MINE
478

486 32
NONE
NONE
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so
31
32
at

SOO 000 00
14

3 028
3 WV

005

740 000

1

84
r24
oo

37

WENt
45037

0'N

MEMORANDA

39 464 446
26 209 470
NONE.

PENTA TREATE
Resistant to rok 1/1
Ideal for boat am
weather exposed u
Lumber Co., Ma
Murray,Kentucky.
21" PHILCO bled
television. In goo
$30.00. Phone 435-551

AKC REGISTER!
Shepherd puppies.
Phone 753-3056.
15' FIBERGLAS
motor and trailer. P
or 437-4223.
1969-650 TRIUM
chrome Sharp! Mu
753-7242 after 5:00 p.
DISHES. METLOA
Navaho. Full set.
753-7000.
USED STOVE and
If interested phone 7
APARTMENT S
electric. Phone 7534

SUMN
WEDNES.

PO

000
92.1
5

40
41
42

2

, of the abow-nained b7„..i10 solemnly :Ar
itA
gryI that this report of condition
Melte

60-Inches

2.98
ONE
of
DACF

y,

Gingles Wallis
Wells Overbey
A. W. Russell

The quality goes in before the name goes on•

The

Cm.

1;
41

40,078,113S-113

Corred-ANool:

Offriff

1 GI
PERMA

Across from
DOLLARS

Reserve for bad debt losses on loess (set up puransat to Internal Reveling service rulings)
Other reserves on loans
Reserves on securities
TOTAL RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES

is free wed eervst, I. Me kV el my knoldodoe and

ALIT
1 Gro

ii

state Bank No

it#

1. Average of total deposits for the 15 calendar days ending with call data
2. Average of total loans for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
IL Unearned discount on instalment loans included in total capital accounts

Values to

II

948

Capital notes and debentures
(specify interest rat* and maturity of each Issue outstanding)
36. Equity capital, total
36. Preferred 'cock-total par value
(No. shares outstanding
FT. Common stock-total par value
(No. shares authorized
74,000
)(No. shares outstanding 74,000____)
U. Surplus
M. Undivided milts
SO. Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
II. TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
12. TOTAL LIABILITIES, RESERVES, AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

30%
11;r

City of Murray

RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES

Joe Dick, President

from

MURRAY .

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

Mediterranean styled
compact console. Genuine
dark finished Oak veneers
and select hardwood
solids. Titan 80
Handcrafted Chassis.
Chromacolor Picture Tube
Super Video Range Tuner.
AFC. ATG. UHF/VHF
Spotlite Dials. 5" x 3"
Twin-Cone Speaker.
Full Zenith quality!

Ch

SHIRT

Effective July 19, the City Street Department
will no longer pick up tree limbs and old building
materials, but will continue to pick up shrubbery
trimmings. Grass clippings, leaves, etc., should
be placed in boxes or other containers for easy
handling.
It is the desire of the City to continue the curb
pick-up service. However, personnel and
equipment limitations prevent the pick-up of tree
limbs and old building materials.

14.

The CARLOS
B4515DE1

U MI

of

Skin effects of detergents

LIABILITIES

Now available in a complete family of screen sizes

FOR S

Lo

NOTICE
CITIZENS

told the group the co-op is financially sound.
Walker said the cooperative's
power sales during the past year
totaled $4,884,000, and that $3,INFRARED DETECTORS
488,000 was paid to TVA for
power during the same period.
WASHINGTON - Infrared
"TVA has promised no in- sensors carried by airplanes
crease in rates this quarter," and satellites are being used to
Walker said, "and coal prices measia-e the temperatures of
appear to have become stabil- objects and make possible
monitoring of volcanic activity,
Last year, Walker said 744 water pollution and ocean curnew members were added to rents.
the cooperative's rolls, the largest increase in membership in
recent years.
The cooperative's net worth is
$2,396,281.79, Walker said, while
Form 1,4p tHiats)-Marred June, 1971
the plant is valued at more than
$13 million.
PUBLISHER'S COPY
West Kentucky RECC's membership has now grown to more
7-onsolidated Report of Condition of"
Bank of Hurray
than 20,000, Walker noted. The
Murray
co-op maintains more than 2,500
)f
in the State of Kentucky
and Domestic
miles of distribution lines, and
the average use by each memumbsesms on
AIM 30
, 19 71 .
ber is 16,000 kilowat hours per
year.
Entertainment Was provided
ASSETS
by Mickey Cochran and his Blue
1. Cash and Ape from beaks (iiidedlaa
7c°
n Ss %WOW debits)
Rollers, and the Smith Brothers
2. U.S. Treasury securities.
8. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and ampoceti
Quartet of Benton.
, .• • ees
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions.
A barbecue luncheon was
5. Other securities (including
oseporato Nooks)
S. Trading at-count securities
7. Pectoral funds said and isevitios purchased under agreemeate to rail
3. Other loans
9. Beak premises, furniture and fixtures, and other meats wipeout:lag beak prendem.
to. Reel estate owned othw than bank premises
InveMments in atbsitibries not consolidated
12. Custceners liability to this bank on acceptance. outetandieg
1$. Other smote
14. TOTAL ASSETS

non BE SWITCHED!

around the most advanced reactor system technology now
available.
In announcing the new caps..
city, Air Products also announced the intensification of research and development efforts
to fully exploit the "unique
characteristics" of the AIR.
FLEX emulsion product line.
Air Products is the leading
manufacturer and marketer of
vinyl-ethylene copolymer emulsions. Richard Fleming, group
vice president-chemicals, said
this expansion is another
step
toward increased growth in the
area of specialty products
with
high technological content.

Values to '6.9

19 Years of Service Experience

Tucker TV Sales and Service'

Coldwater Road & 5 Points

Phone 753-2900

Mate
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FOR SALE

Is

I.

TADTS

ISFACIANVIWCATP

aa-

FOR MALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

650 TRIUMPH 1971, low mileage. INEXPENSIVELY YOURS. 100 FOUR BEDROOM brick in CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Phone 753-5394.
J19P acres with a large amount of Sherwood Forest. Three baths, hoe work. Phone Bex Camp, 753permanent pasture and fenced. large fully equipped kitchen with 5933.
July29C
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. Some marketable timber. Good breakfast area, seperate dining
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, road frontage. Priced only room, family room with fire VIOLIN & VIOLA lessons given
Place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car at my home. Beginning or adTenn.
TFC $23,000.00.
WISH UPON a star and buy this garage, Redwood Deck. Quality vanced students. Phone 753J15P
1970 MODEL MOBILE Home, shady, hilltop 3 bedroom house at construction includes central air 7600.
12'x60', like new, Located at New Concord. A magnificent and heat, duel pane windows f./OZER WORK; back hoe serParadise Trailer Park, 5 miles view of the countryside. Gas heat thru-out, concrete driveway and vice; septic tank cleaning;
septic
North of Cadiz. Owner Bobby to keep you warm in the winter. ,walks, Large corner lot. Three tank installation. Gene Steely,
901
Hyde, phone 522,6821.
J17P Owner says to sell for $11,500.00. minutes to new high school, five Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753TWO SMALL adjoining farms minutes from M.S.U. By owner. 7R.sn
.Tuly17C
J14C
1962 RICHARDSON Stratford with a total of 105 acres. A spring 'Phone 753-6949.
WANTED: ODD JOBS Phone
trailer, 10':50', two bedroom, fed creek to provide water the
year around for the cattle you can THREE BEDROOM home, on 3 753-9511.
nice. $2200.00. Phone 753J14C
acres, basement,air conditioned,
8780.
J14C gaze on the permanent pasture. fully carpeted,
dish
stove,
Good blacktop road frontage on
COLLEGE STUDENT wants
washer, 10 miles east of Murray
yards to mow. Phone 753AKC TOY Poodles and Irish Hwy. 732. Owners want to sell the on
Highway 94. Phone 474combined farms for only
Setter Puppies. Phone 7533575.
J17P
2.129
J13C
1862.
Al4C $12,900.00.
BIG LOT, hillside location, close NEW THREE bedroom home
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARPING PONG table, 35 mm Argus to town, city water and gas. with bath, overlooking Kentucky
BER SHOP, Open 3:00
camera, gun bluing tank with Where else but North Hills Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
butane and metal stand. All in Subdivision on old 641 North. some finish work yet to be done,
through
Friday.
Several
good
available.
lots
includes boat ramp and beach
excellent condition. Phone 753Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
8672 after 5:00 p.m.
J14C IT'S HOT in town! How about area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs.
Closed Monday.
cooling off at the lake? We have Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, KenBoy's Haircut, 75c.
YOU CAN keep up with the two lots located on a corner in tucky.
TFC
Men's Haircut, 61.00
"Jones" by using Blue Lustre Lakeway Shores. The price of the
HORNBIXKLE'S
BARAUTOS FOR SALE
and rent a new shampooer from two lots is only 61,300.00.
BER SHOP
Western Auto, Home of "'The WE MIGHT have sold your 1962
OLDSMOBILE F85 with
213 Spruce Street.
Wishing Well."
J14C property today, had we known on radio, heater and automatic
PHONE 753-7742
yesterday that you would sell.
BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
LEAVING STATE, must sell. 15' Come in and list your property transmission. Good condition..
Price,$285.00. Phone 753PHONE 753-7742
Winner Tiki boat, inboard, out- with us.
9212.
J15C
board, 80 H.P. Mercruiser Claude L. Miller, Real Estate
engine, new top, 130 running 753-5064, 418 Main Street, Home
hours. One year old Lady Ken- Phone 753-3059, John C. 1968 CAMERO 327, automatic, WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
more portable dish washer. Neubauer, Associate Broker 753- power steering, call 753-5902 or inside city limits. Reasonable
753-8150 after 6:00 p.m.
AlOC
J15C rates. Phone 753-3796.
Large wooded lot, bordering 7531.
J13C
Oaks Country Club. Also for rent
11963 CHEVY VAN, 6 cylinder,)
or sale-water front cottage in
4" Plastic Wells
condition, 6250.00. See at 509
good co
Panorama Shores. Phone 436AYLOR WELL
So. 8th or phone 753-4680. J15NC
5899
TFC
DRILLING

Summer
Clearance

SALE!
SWIMWEAR
from 30% to 50% OFF
One Group
Long Sleeve Shirts
50% OFF
SHIRTS - SHORT SLEEVE
25% OFF
SUITS - SPORTCOATS
30% to 50% REDUCTION
1 Group SPORT COATS
'10.00
Values to '50.00 NOW!!
ALL TIES REDUCED 25%
1 Group DRESS PANTS
40% OFF
1 Group Wash & Wear
PERMANENT PRESS PANTS
50% OFF

TUESDAY-JULY 13, 1971

317 !wan

CHILD'S SWING set, excellent
condition. Used Zenith portable
Television. Phone 753-3870 or 7536392.
J13C 140 ACRE
FARM, 7% miles
North East of Murray. Two
A GOOD buy . . . give it a try. frame houses, running water
Blue Lustre America's favorite Phone 753-4579 after 5:00 p.m.
carpet shampoo. $1. Big K. J17C J13P

1960 FORD pick-up. Excellent
body and mechanically. $250.00
firm. Phone 753-8548.
J16P

Phone Puryear, Tenn.
247-5556
Complete Well
Service

WANT TO BUY

NOTICE

TAKE CARE OF YOUR PLANTS
COMPLETE LINE OF INSECTICIDES
AND FERTILIZERS
Let Us Help You With Your Needs

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
500 N. 4th
I WILL not be responsible for
HELP WANTED
debts other than my own. Billy
Winchester, Route 5
CARPENTERS HELPER: all
Murray.
J13P work inside, full or part time.
Phone 753-7550.
J15C

NOTICE
If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539269 between 6:00 and 6:30
p.m.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY,man
or woman to supply consumers .
with
Rawleigh
Household
Products. Can earn $50 weeldj
,
part time. Write giving phone
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
Freeport, Illinois or call 815-2324161 between 8 and 4:30.
J14C

ELECTROLUX SALES di Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. MEN & WOMEN; truck drivers
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- and store clerk. Interview
mington, Kentucky.
A5C Saturday, July 17, Gordon's
Farmers Market, Hwy. 94 near
Ken Lake Hotel.Phone 4742236.
J15C

LAY AWAY
SPECIAL
10% Off

ROUGH AND finish carpenter
wanted, also laborers. Cial
Conaway Construction Co. 502753-9607.
JAC

On New Fall

GIRLS COATS

WANTED: FEMALE to work at
Lynn Grove Egg Company.
Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Full time work.
Jar

July Only

Lad & Lassie

OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
guaranteed or your money back.
Phone Shapemakers,7532962.
July196

HOMEWORKERS
WANTED:
part-time,full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope and 35c to US Ehterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for FURNITURE REFINISHING.
CARD OF THANKS
sale lumber and sawdust. All work guaranteed. Free pickup
and
delivery.
Free
estimate. We wish to thank all of the U.S. dependency
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC Antique or natural finish. Jerry people that helped with our
Across from MSU Library Phone 753-3242
SIX AKC & FIELD registered BY OWNER; 3 bedroom stone
NEW YORK ((P1)-Coffee
McCoy,7534045.
July16C homecoming.
from Brazil, English marmaFOR RENT OR LEASE
Irish Setter pups of top quality veneer house. 2 full baths, carMr. & Mrs. Robert Bailey
lades, cheese from France- and
with 15 champions on pedigree peted, built-in appliances, double
1TC II such foods support the idea
want
you
Do
to
J13C carport. 150'x256' wooded lot TWO BEDROOM home in Hazel,
PENTA TREATED lumber. GLASTRON 1442 Ft. boat, with 50 Phone 753-4881.
Near schools. A real bargain. paneled, hot-cold water, bath, remember your family The Window Washers' Friend that the world is one large
Resistant to rots
'and termites. H.P. electric Johnson, 2 gas
FOR RENT
Shelton Bowen,753-3802.
Ideal for boat docks and any tanks,
J13P newly redecorated inside and out. and friends by a beautiful
Genie tracks for the phrtforeme supermarket And the dining
ski belt, skiis, Tee Nee
$45.00 monthly, responsible
weather exposed uses. Murray Wailer.
used
by window washers on high- tattles of the land is their
Three weeks old. Must LARGE ROOMS with recreation
LARGE SHADED lot in Haywood people only. Montell Paschall portrait sketched in rise buildings are often fabri- destination.
Lumber Co., Maple Street, Sell!!
Phone 753-6344.
J13C area. Country Estate. Phone 436- Vista
Every year, say federal stacated of nickel stainless steel for
Subdivision
Murray,Kentucky.
near Hazel, Ky. 492-9733.
1TP pastels?
ITC
2173.
July29C Panorama Shores. Water rights
strength and resistance to at -tistieians, the United States
Phone:
WEDDING GOWN,size 9. Phone
mospheric corrosion. Such guide imports around
ftrt billion
LOST & FOUND
paid, ceptic tank and line in21" PHILCO black and white 753-8970 or 753-2822
after 5:00 sEW TWO bedroom duplex
tracks are used on the new World worth of agricultural products.
stalled. Has been leveled for a
Florence
Reynolds
television. In good condition, p.m.
Trade Center in New York; the In fact, Americans are practiJ13C apartment. Central heat and
air, mobile home. Lot number 269. FOUND: GERMAN Shepherd
$30.00. Phone 435-5582.
J15C
Mercantile Building in Balti- cally dependent on other naat 767-4774
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone Financing available. Phone 753- female dog, found in vicinity of
more; the First National Bank tions of the world for spices,
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. tt. 753-7850.
Fourth di Chestnut. Phone 753TFC 6734 or 753-2903.
AKC REGISTERED German
in Chicago, and the Albany, New coffee, twos and bananas.
J17C
5:00)
(after
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
3579.
J15C
York, South Mall.
Shepherd puppies. 7 weeks old.
upright $244.66 delivered, PLENTY
TRAILER space; LARGE LOTS for sale 80'x200'
Phone 753-3066.
J15P Montgomery Ward,510 Main
753- beautiful, quiet living.
Highway & larger) Lake access-central Pi 1%1
I'LL NEVER FORGET ONE
I NEVER 8OU6HT A
1966.
OTHER TIMES ‘100 DO
(SOMETIMES
TFC No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division water system-all weather streets15' FIBERGLAS BOAT with
OF THE SMARTEST THIN65
NEHRU JACKET
THIN65
SMART
DUMP
DO
It'OU
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, prices start at $695 with $10 down
motor and trailer. Phone 489-2538
I EVER DID
1HIN65, AND
&
$10
per
month.
f;
'Phone 436-5320
or 437-4223.
August2C
J15C 10:44 MOBILE HOME, $1900 or Murray,Kentucky.
al YOU NEVER
or 436-5582 for directions.
J17C
best offer. Phone 753-9275. J15C
Q0R6ET TI4EM..
BODY
OR
CLEAN
1969-650 TRIUMPH. Extra
up shop.
LOOKING
FOR
an
attractive
Large, convenient. Phone 435chrome. Sharp! Must sell. Phone ADORABLE BEAGLE
puppies.
753-7242 after 5:00 p.m.
J13P brick home? Try 104 North 18th.
J15P Will make good pets or hunting 5975.
Three bedrooms, Abudant
dogs. Phone 435-4725.
J13C
'
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT; closets, two full baths, large
DISHES. MET'LOX Pottery by
two bedroom duplex, central heat garage, lawn and patio. EnNavaho. Full set. Cheap. Phone
753-7600.
J15P LARGEST VARIETY of pistols and air, carpet, range furnished. joyable kitchen and living area.
in Kentucky. No increase in Couples or couple with one child. Quiet neighborhood. Phone 753YOUR SLIP
JI9C
USED STOVE and refrigerator. prices. Country Boy Stores, the Available August 1st. Phone 753- 6527.
IS SHOWING
8067.
Army
TFC
Surplus
YOUR
SLIP
If interested phone 753-3184. J16C
Folks. 9 miles
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom brick
from Hopkins/We, Junction Ky.
15
SHOWINGhouse.
Living room, large
NICE LAKE front apartment for
APARTMENT SIZE stove, 117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
rent for up to four persons. paneled family room, all built-in
p.m.
electric. Phone 753-3069.
J13C
Aug30C Everything
furnished including kitchen, 2 baths, large carport
row boat, linens, etc.-TV.& air with storage area, central heat
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone and air, all draperies stay. Within
436-5320.
J31C walking distance of Robertson
Elementary, new high school and
University. See at 1607 Loch
EtioWN STAIRS efficiency
Lomond Drive. Phone 753-5367 for
apqrtment, furnished. Near
appointment.
J13C
University. Phone 7k1-6564. J13C
105'x160' LOT IN Sheruood
Forest. Phone 753-7358 after 4 00
THREE
ROOM
furnished p.m.
The Colonials
TY('
apartment with bath. Days call
AS FOR. ME..,
2EVEIZE-4,41
,600PBODY , YOUR
753-6676 or nights 753-4716. J15C BY OWNER
wE shytPLN MUST
nice 3 bedroom
,T00,SHALL
. EASE 15 HEREBY
FORY micg
CUT EXPENSES r
house, gas heat, air conditioned.
SACZ1 FICE•••
c.AniCELLED, out> CHAP
mAolvz, >me PR-CW*0T ION
ROOM FOR man available carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no anWILL HAVE TO WAIT r
QuiTE,
Immediately, air conditioned. Swer,call 753-1948.
SAE •
Furnished apartments. Zim•
merman Apartments, S. 16th St., TWO BEDROOM house, kitchen,
753-6609.
J13C den, living room, bath, hall
carpet, range, refrigerator
.4
ROOM FOR RENT with private Large lot, outside storage. 317
entrance. Kitchen priviliges if Irvan. $11,500.00. Phone 753desired. Walking distance to 8175.
J14C
campus. Phone 753-1387.
J16C
•
FOUR-BEDROOM
spacious
7-13
•••••••••:•
WANTED TO RENT
home on Hermitage. 2,500 square
feet of living space plus two car
1.111 Abner
TWO RESPONSIBLE college garage on lot 150x380 fully landmen want above average fur- scaped. Call 753-7905.
J17C
WE CAiN'T USE 11-4.PATH
nished two bedroom apartment
AROUND!! IT'S A-POI Kin K1'
SMALL FARM; good location;
or house to rent for August 1.
STRAIGHT ON ...•
AVOID
business or future investment.
Phone 753-9982.
J19P One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
%,„
DREZDHE
INIATCAERLYWANT TO RENT partly fur- Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
,vvoNTER
nished farm house near Murray. Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Phone 753-7860 after 6:00 p.m., For appointment call 436ask for Joe.
'17C
J14P 2173.
USE PATH
I.UvELY FIVE bedroom home,
'
4
AROUND
WANT TO RENT; College full basement, large corner lot,
professor with wife and one child 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
F4i
wants nice 3 bedroom house. Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
7-is
Phone 753-9520.
J15C 753-4178.
TFC
•

The College Shop
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From Tho

News
FAMILY FINANCIAL

pycruzz

Comparisons of the average American family's (xi Income
and expenses, past, present and future:
1950
1971
1990
Income Before Taxes
$4,237
$11,197
$31.666
Income After Taxes
$3,910
$ 9,187
$20,266
Total Expenditures
$3,808
8,621
$18,450
Food
$1,130
$ 2,575
$ 5,660
All Housing Expenses
$1,035
$ 2,626
$ 5,475
Clothing & Personal Care
$ 522
$ 1,194
2,580
Medical Care
$ 197
592
$ 1,788
Transportation
$ 510
$ 958
$ 2,250
Recreation & Other Expenses
$ 281
671
1,568
x The "average family" consists, for statistical purposes
,
of a 38-year-old man, non-working wife, two children—ages
13 and 8.

U.S. Pat. Off.)
By United Press Intematioaal
SAN CLE.MENTE, Calif.—
White House Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler, asked why
presidential adviser Henry Kissinger did not meet with
Communist negotiators in Parts:
•.I won't address that. I
would only say we have been
interested in serious rfegotiahurts. We have put a number of
proposals on the table."

United Pi

Seen
Arc
Mu

WASHINGTON—Rep. Harley

ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN'S TRACKS?—No, just hardened tracks in man-made dirt, being examined by Robert W. Murray, engineering manager of Ford's plant in
Lorain, Ohio. The man-made dirt originally was toxic
sludge from production operations, but has been
treated
chemically to become non-toxic, inert dirt. Good
for
making highways, park property or other
landfill.

Primitive tribe found
on Philip pine island
MANILA 11.131)1 The Philippine government said today it had discovered a
tribe still living in Stone
Age conditions so backward
its people had never tasted
salt or sugar nor smoked
tobacco.
Government social workers said a tribe known as
the Tasadays were found
on Mindanao, the southernmost of the major islands
of the Philippines last
month. They lived deep in
a rain forest.
"The Tasadays could be
among the few, if not the
only people in the world
today, who do not know of
or use tobacco." said Dr
Robert B. Fox. director of
the Presidential Assistance
for National Minorities.
FOX SAID even the most
isolated peoples of Africa
and New Guinea knew of
tobacco in the 17th century. But not the Tasadays.
"The discovery of these
people is of great scientific
interest, particularly to
studies of man's cultural
and technological development," Fox said. "for they
are food gatherers and
trappers whose own technology is still based &t* the
use of stone tobls."
He said the Tasadays apparently had lived in isolation for more than 500
years.
"They have no linguistic
terms for rice and other
cultivated
plants which
they don't plant. much less
eat." said Fox, a native of
Galveston. Tex., who has
lived in the Philippines for
25 years. He said they live
on wild plants and jungle
animals which they butcher
with bamboo knives and
stone axes and cook over
fires made by rubbing

sticks together.

THE

TASADAYS

are

naked except for some who
wear loin cloths made from
orchid leaves which they
believe will protect their
genitals from evil spirits,
members of the government party said.

By Central Press
0. Staggers, D-W.Va., predictThe average American family head and his family can
expect ing what would happen if the
to have only $671 to spend during the year on recreation
and House does not approve a
the other extras that can make life more enjoyable, observes
W. contempt citation against the
Scane Bowler, chairman of the board and chief executive
officer Columbia Broadcas
ting System:
OIL-CONTAINMENT BOOMS are in use at St. Petersburg, Fla., to keep
of Pioneer Western Corporation.
out the "red
-If this does not pass, I
tide," a natural phenomenon that has killed millions
"An amount equivalent to all the income earned through the
of fish that wash ashore on
first third of May was needed to pay the various federal, state would say there will be no
Florida's gulf coast. The "red tide" actually is a one-celled
animal whose numbers
and local taxes for 1971," Bowler points out. "And the bulk of more lawswritten to govern
increase in calm sea waters. They give off a neuro-to
xin that paralyzes fish.
earnings for the remainder of the year will go for food, clothing, the networks... The FCC
would
household expenses, medical treatment and the other family
just be out of business as far as
necessities."
Posts to paints
I am concerned because I don't
Pioneer Western Corporation is a national financial services
NEW YORK (UPI)-The hot
organization whose major subsidiaries are Western Life Assur- think they have a bit of power
pants fad was bound to start
if this doesn't pass."
ance Company and the manplays on words in the adveragement company for the Bos- Bowler says.
-The amount remaining in
ton-based Pioneer family of
WASHINGTON—Sen. Frank tising columns.
the budget--about 5671—breaks E. Moss,
mutual funds.
A manufacturer advertised
D-Utah, introducing
"The average American down to about $56 a month.
a
spring
clean-up, fix-up camlegislatio
n to end government
breadwinner toils 2 hours and Spread among such incidentals
paign with a sign for "hot
51 minutes during every eight- as movies for the family, maga- price supports for tobacco paints."
hour day just to pay his taxes," zine subscriptions, vacation ex- growers:
•*•
"How can we afford to
Bowler says. -Expenses for penses and deposits to the famimedical care, car insurance and ly's savings account, that $56 support the growing of a crop FIRE INJURES FOUR
SAIGON (UPI)—A fire swept
the other necessary incidentals won't go very far. Many fami- which will lead to the death
of
the fourth floor of a U.S.
of life account for most of the lies actually forget the concept thousand
America
of
s
ns?"
rest of the day's income and the of saving altogether .
Agency for International Deve. it's
wage earner frequently finds much easier to spend than it is
lopment (AID) office building
hiniself just about breaking to save.
Electric combs and brushes today, injuring at least eight
even."
"With virtually nothing in the are designed to shape and fluff persons
THE ASSASSINATION attempt on King Hassan II (right)
and briefly trapping a
• • •
bank, any sudden emergency hair while blowing
of Morocco points up the fact that he is
it
dry.
number
employe
of
s
on
one of only
the
BOWLER stresses that expens- can hopelessly trap the head of
three monarchs in the Arab world, The other
•
***
roof.
two are
es of the average -family today the family in a mire of bills
King Hussein (left) of Jordan and aging and
stand in sharp contrast to those from which he may never fully
Fire killed about 12,000
The fire apparently was
ailing
King
Faisal
of Saudi Arabia.
of 1950 and that steady infla- recover.
persons in the United States started by a short circuit in an
tionary pressures will continue
air conditioner.
"Every family should set in 1070.
the upward trend in wages, aside a proportio
n of its income
prices and taxes, yielding modi- each month
for savings or in•Nti''}"
fied patterns by the end of the vestment
—to provide a possible MaareM..V.:
century.
hedge against inflation, protec"This year, the average fami- tion against
unforeseeable emerly of four in the country will gencies,
or as a reservoir for
spend about $2,575 for food, future
financial needs such as a
$2,626 for housing, $1,194 for college
education or extra reclothing, $592 for medical care tirement
income," Bowler conand $958 for transportation,"‘cludes

alitkAgc']:

Postmen criticize
mail delivery

Epidemic kills
3000 Mexican
horses, donkeys

The American postmen's union is complaining about poor
postal services.
It says the May issue of the
union's magazine was received
by California members on May
4, while others living near the
Washington printing plant did
not get copies until May 14.

But Fox said they are
''sharp and intelligent and
use a decimal system in
counting which can go up
to more than 20.
Fox suggested the Tasadays may have been driven

to their isolated refuge in
fear of an epidemic known
to have swept southeast
Mindanao in the early part
of the 20th century or before. He said they speak in
terrified terms of "fugu,"
meaning epidemic.
In a forest clearing
where the government helicopter landed, the social
workers met a Tasaday
family of 24 persons, including 13 children. Fox
said. He said they reported
to an interpreter they knew
there were different people
who lived around them,
having heard their voices
from a distance.

1811-1911
Daybook of sisa
xtiri•7*
garg;siobb
ria 1171By CLARK KINNAIRD
JULY 1871 brought the death
of Phoebe Cary only two
months after the passing of her older sister,
Alice. It was felt that Phoebe, aged fortyseven, died of grief and loneliness. The two
shared spinsterhood and careers as poets for
thirty years.
A modern literary cyclopedist attests,-The
verse of the Cary sisters still retains a hold
on the affections of readers and not a few
lines of theirs have become familiarized by
frequent quotation. While living in New
York they attracted about them a circle of
literary people, and for fifteen years 11856711 their Sunday evening receptions were a
feature in the literary life of the city."
The sisters never forgot their midwestern
upbringings, and devoted much verse and
prose sketches to pioneer scenes. Well remembered among settler families in the
Great Plains were evocative sentiments reflected by Phoebe in The
Lamp on the Prairie.
The lamps often flickered from sod huts, in
the absence of trees with
which to construct log
cabins. However, settlement of the prairies was
proceeding rapidly in
1871, under provisions of
the Federal Homestead
Act of 1863. Any person
who was 21 or older, or
head of a family, a U.S.

citizen or in the process of becoming one,
and had never borne arms against the U.S.
or given aid and comfort to its enemies,
could file claim to any open 160 acres of
public domain in some sections, or 80 acres
In more favored areas. Total fees were under $20.
However, within six months after filing
on the acreage you had to be living on it.
On certification after five years of fulfillment of requirements, you got • deed.
Naturally, there were abuses. Western
historian Foster - Harris particularized, "A
settler would solemnly swear to the Federal
Land Office that he had erected a 12 by 14
house, not adding that he meant a structure
12 by 14 inches. Or one rented a cabin on
wheels, a sort of pioneer trailer, which was
kept on the claim until he had sworn he had
a residence . . . There were a lot of opportunities for chicanery and fraud

...I Artist traieling in
West sketched this twoox-power sedan sets Ing as
homesteader farmhouse.
All Rist.i. Reserved Distributed by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Thursday,July 1,
be Calloway i
auditorium. She
children's bool
Worth of Chant(
Jesse Stuart.
Mrs. Hodges
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reviews for bol
adults.
Jesse Stuart,
books, short sto
volumes, will be
the you I; people
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ed
Greenup, Kentuc
his children's
suggested rea
children. Some I
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Boy," "Red Mu
the Engineer."
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this time a
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area," said Mrs

News

Business Opportunities

Now Y4
By United Pre
Wealthy pers
tences in the I
before its overt
1789, were pei
their servants
lavish dinner
friends in the p

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Thirteen Democratic senators have
sent a letter to President Nixon
urging him to reconsider his
decision against seeking an
income tax cut this year
"The income tax cuts presently scheduled for 1972 and
1973 should be moved up to this
year," the letter said. The
senators also urged the president to release $12 billion
in
appropriated funds which they
said have been impounded by
the Office of Management
and
Budget.
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Considerablj
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numerous tonig
Warm through
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Sign of the times

YORK

Michael Salem's

(1111i Ili,
''.1.1.11

ILids learn abo
that making a p
but a necessity i
keep going.

Children's
Review Is

URGE TAX CUT

NEW

Per the past ttu
been having fol
Aikertising wot
adversity. The
hMehers or stud
beefless. DE
allocation and
program here i

"I'be era of pen
Conunned on

US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 19.50-20.25
US 2-4 190-240 lbs., 19.25-19.50.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.75-1925
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.25-18.75
SOWS
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-1600
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 14.00-1500
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-1400
few down to 12.00.

sign tells the tale

A U. S. Senator
tour of an Arm
put on Army fat
among the troi
one GI to call a
you look just liki
am your Mil
NOY.
The GI shoo!
amazement. "I
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Ford Mot,
producing a $20
car for the pres
expense. They gi
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malt!o1,1100 a
are Continentals
building has o
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nod Nuke(
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market report includes 10 buying
stations
Receipts: ACt. 943 Est. 800
Barrows and Gilts Steady Sows
Steady.

Thanks to Jim
the station,for ,
Humorous, but
truth Jim, we'r

The

MEXICO CITY (UPI):
3000 horses, mules and
donkeys have died in a
sleeping sickness epidemic
sweeping sections of northeastern Mexico, Dr. Gustavo Retta Petterson, animal
health director, says.
The disease is in the
states of Veracruz and Tamaulips, which borders
Texas, and in parts of San
Luis Potosi state.
Officials deny the epidemic is dangerous to humans, but at least 12 persons are known to have
died in the current epidem-

Federal State Market
Service July 13, 1971
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